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ABSTRACT
This thesis attempts to examine the role of news in
a changing power structure by framing the study in the
context of agenda building of public policy making. An
analytical framework is developed from the theoretical
perspective that newsmaking is social construction of
reality attained by the interactions between news
institution and the socio-political environment.
The analytical framework designates power structure as
the independent variable. There are three dependent
variables, namely, news net, news phase structure and
system input role of news. A total of six hypotheses are
formulated on the basis of the postulate that news reflects
the power centres as well as power relationships. In sum,
accorded changes would be found in news net, news phase
structure and system input role of news as the power
structure changes from single power centre to dual power
centres.
The hypotheses are tested by comparing the news coverage
of political reforms before and during the political
transition of Hong Kong. Quantitative content analysis is
adopted to collect the data systematically. Results
ascertain different system input role of news in a changing
power structure. Specifically, news inputs support in a
power structure of single power centre but inputs demand in
a power structure of dual power centres. However, four of
the other five hypotheses concerning news net and news phase
structure are rejected. Consequently, for future studies,
refinements in the analytical framework are suggested
including the addition of political identification of
newspapers as an intervening variable.
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21.1 SUBJECT OF INQUIRY
This thesis attempts to examine the role of news in a
changing power structure by framing the study in the context
of agenda building in public policy making.
This study is guided by both theoretical and social
significance to scale its focus on agenda building of public
nolicv making.
1.1.1 Agenda Building In Public Policy Making
Public policy is defined as a government's authoritative
and binding decisions and their implementations in response
to the demands from the environment. (Anderson, 1984, p.13)
It is the output of a sequence of policy making processes
including
i) the setting of the policy agenda,
ii) the specification of alternatives from which a
decision is reached,
iii) an authoritative choice among those specified
alternatives, and
iv) the implementation of the decision. (Kingdon,
1984, p.3)
The sequence of policy making involves predominately an
agenda building process, efforts in defining problems and
solutions by parties involved. An inquiry into the agenda
building process would contribute to an understanding of why
and how a particular issue or alternative, among many,
finally attain the status of policy decisions.
Besides, control over the definition of a problem is a
major stake in the attainment of agenda status. "Decisions
are likely to be the product of who happens to communicate
3what to whom and how. Decisions may often be delayed,
postponed, or not made at all. (Cobb Elder, 1981, p.399)
1.1.2 Newsmaking And Agenda Building
As for agenda building in public policy making, news
media is strategically located as an intermediary. Cobb
Elder (1981) highlighted the intervention of media with its
organisational biases in the public policy making nrnrPc•
These biases may be reflected in conspicuous
advocacy, but they are also introduced in subtle ways
through the criteria used by the media to allocate thair
necessarily limited attention and reporting
capabilities. (ibid., p.392)
A classical study of newsmaking in relation to policy
making viewed information as resources and highlighted
officials' control of information through their interactions
with journalists in newsmaking. (Sigal, 1973) The
informational maneuvers at the disposal of officials include
disclosing and withholding information abour the world or
about public opinion or about who has power, what the boss
wants and who has initiated the actions. In other words, the
control of information is performed by officials through
newsmaking. It aims to muster support not only from outside
the policy circle, but more importantly from within the
policy community with or without direct contacts.
In an attempt to understand how policy agenda is set and
alternatives are specified, Kingdon (1984) conducted a panel
study of 247 official policy makers and unofficial policy
actors in transport or health policies over the four
consecutive years starting from 1976. Kingdon concluded with
4a modest role of news media from the study. Mass media was
discussed as being important in only 26 percent of the
interviews, far fewer than interest groups (84 percent) or
researchers (66 percent). He explanined that mass media most
often reports what is going on in the government instead of
impinging an independent effect on governmental agendas.
However, media affects the agenda by magnifying movements
that have already started elesewhere, as opposed to
originating these movements. (ibid., p.61)
Recently, Langs Langs (1981) reconceptualized the
role of news in agenda setting with one in agenda building.
The former studied media coverage of an issue as an
independent variable in triggering policy actions or public
response. However, reconceptualizing the role into agenda
building emphasized the collective process in which media is
one of the factors in defining policy actions. As such,
theoretically speaking, it is necessary to explore the
interactions between mass media and other social
institutions to provide a clearer picture of the role of
news.
As a consequence, the role of news media is dependent on
the interactions with its socio-political environment. It
could be realistically assesed with an understanding of
newsmakingl. Literatures. on newsmaking revealed that news
institutions interact with the soico-political environment
to define social reality in a unique format. There exists
patterned relationships between news institutions and
5legitimated institutions in newsmaking as it is addressed by
these theoretical constructs: news frame (Tuchman, 1978),
media frame (Gitlin, 1981) and news discourse (Hartley,
1982). Moreover, the microprocessse of journalist-source
interaction regulate inputs into newsmaking. (Gurevitch
Blumler, 1981).
1.1.3 Significance Of News In Policy Making And In
The Changing Power Structure of Hong Kong
In the bureaucratic politics of Hong Kong, the role of
mass media in the public policy making has been prided and
praised. The process of consultation, which is central to
government decision-making in Hong Kong, depends upon the
ready availability of information on the government's
policies and activities and the free expression of public
views and opinions through all available channels. The news
media plays a valuable role in this respect. (Hong Kong
Annual Report, 1987, p.234)
Due to its social significance, the opinion function of
local press has been a topic of research interest. It has
been well-documented in local research that the residual
party politics of contemporary Chinese history had
instituted into the local press structure. As such, the
tripartite classification of political identification of
news organisations has. been treated as the independent
variable in shaping the range of opinions in newspapers
toward selected issues. (1997 issue: Chung, 1983 Wong,
1984 illegal immigrants: Fung, 1980 Chung, 1982 social
6protests: Li, 1979 Chan, 1981)
Only an exploratory study is explicitly addressed to
social change in relation to opinion function of the press.
Fung (1985) documented that changes in the profile of
opinion leaders and the nature of opinion are accorded with
economic and political changes throughout the 15 years from
1970 to 1984.
Recently, local research has shown interests in the
changing political context of Hong Kong. Local political
scene has witnessed unprecedented changes in the 1980s with
the 1997 issue as a catalyst. Parallel with the institution
of district boards in 1982 and indirect elections in
Legislative Council in 1985, public consultations are
accredited with much significance in making public policy.
Furthermore, the scheduled transfer of sovereignty has
prompted transformation of the power structure. Hong Kong in
a political transition thus provides a quasi-experimental
setting for observing accorded changes in newsmaking. (Chan,
1987)
Tuned to these unprecedented changes and concomitant
research opportunities, this study spotlights the change in
the power structure of Hong Kong during the political
transition to ascertain the role of news. This study
inquires into the role of news from the perspectives of
newsmaking postulating that news media are interlocked with
political institutions through patterned interactions
between news sources and journalists and as a consequence,
legitimize the status quo.
71.2 APPROACH OF STUDY
Political reforms during the transitional period is the
issue under study in this thesis. Political reforms refer to
the plans for changes initiated by the British-Hong Kong
government at the Central level of government of Hong Kong
in preparation for the handover of sovereignty from the
British government to the Chinese government in 1997. It
tops the priority of policy agenda in light of the scheduled
transfer of sovereignty. The scheduled transfer of
sovereignty gives impetus to the change at the central level
of Hong Kong government to prepare Hong Kong for self-
administration after 1997. Due to the developmental nature
of the issue, critical events approach is adopted in this
study.
Critical events approach studies events of significance
amidst social change by triangulation so as to foster a
better understanding of the model of social process. (Kraus,
Davis, Lang Lang, 1975) The designation of critical events
is determined by the specific social conditions upon which
they arise and act back. (ibid., p.196)
Regarding the issue of political reforms, the
publications of the green papers in 1984 and 1987 on the
the development of representative government are designated
as two critical events.
The Green Paper on Further Development of
Representative Government in Hong Kong published in July
1984, (the 1984 Green paper) is a critical event in the
history of political reforms in Hong Kong. It represents the
8• i
first official attempt to set the public agenda to discuss
fundamental changes at the central level of Hong Kong
government. It became the battle field of a new breed of
democratic activists vis-a-vis establishment sector on the
issue of direct election in the Legislative Council. After
an intensive public discussion of more than two months, the
1984 White Paper on Further Development of Representative
Government in Hong Kong (1984 White Paper) effected
indirect elections in the Legislative Council for the first
time in the history of Hong Kong.
Originated in the 1984 White Paper, Green Paper: the
1987 Review of Developments in Representative Government
(The 1987 Green Paper) is logically another critical event.
It sets to determine the course of further political changes
toward the end of the eighties in light of the past
development. Furthermore, ever since the Sino-British Joint
Declaration entered into force from May 27, 1985, China has
become a second power centre in the status of a veto group
on the issue of political development. As such, the 1987
Green Paper entails the surfacing of China dimension in the
tug-of-war for the issue of direct election in the
Legislative Council.
In addition to their significance, the two Green Papers
are published in the political context which is an ideal
quasi-experimental setting as the power structure is
changing. It thus makes a good fit with the purpose of this
study which examines the role of news in a changing power
9structure.
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This thesis attempts to tackle one major research
question:
Regarding the issue of political reform, how does the
system input role of news differ as the power structure
changes?
Specifically, this study will look into news routines,
that is, the patterned relationships between news
institution and legitimate institutions in newsmaking to
unravel the system input role of news. As such, aspects of
newsmaking will also be considered:
Whereas the power structure changes, what are the
accorded changes in news routines in terms of the news net
and the news phase structure?
1.4 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The analytical framework of this study designates
power structure as the independent variable. Power structure
is conceptually defined as the pattern of control over the
government. (Dahl, 1968, p.42)
There are three dependent variables, news net, news
phase structure and system input role of news.
i) News net is conceptually defined as the locus of
centralized news sources in the social distribution of
knowledge. (Tuchman, 1978)
It is operationalized into three indicators, news
channel, access structure and institution access. News
channel refers to the path through which information reaches
10
the journalists. Access structure is the news visibility of
different types of newsmakers. Institution access is the
news visibility of the newsmakers who are of the official
and semi-official category but owed their status to
different sources of power.
ii) News phase structure is conceptually defined as the
locus of new and significant events embedded into
bureaucratic phase structures. (Fishman, 1980) Bureaucratic
phase structures comprise the scheme of interpretation and
the scheme of relevance which are central to typifying
occurrences and identifying events in bureaucracies. (ibid.,
p.219)
News phase structure is operationalized into two
indicators. News agenda is defined as the news visibility of
issues in the policy agenda. Alternative attribute is
defined as the alternatives specified by different parties
regarding the policy options for the issues on decision
agenda.
iii) System input role of news is conceptually defined as
a conduit for political information which stimulates,
filters and structures inputs in the political system. (Cobb
Elder, 1981)
Operationally, the system input role is
distinguished into the input of demand versus the input of
support. For input of demand, it counts the news visibility
of disagreement with the specification of alternatives by
governments on the decision agenda. For input of support, it
11
refers to the news visibility of agreement with the
specification of alternatives by governments on the decision
agenda.
FIGURE 1.4
COMPONENTS OF THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
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1.5 CHAPTERS AT A GLANCE
This thesis elaborates the components of the analytical
framework in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 reviews the literatures of newsmaking in
relation to social distribution of knowledge and the
literatures of power structure and the system input role of
news.
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Chapter 3 and 4 provide background information on the
change in the power structure of Hong Kong and the
development of the issue of political reforms.
Chapter 5 provides definitions of variables and the
rationales in formulating hypotheses.
Chapter 6 gives an account of the methods of data
collection.
Chapter 7 presents the findings while Chapter 8
discusses the findings and concludes with reflections on the
analytical framework and suggestions for future studies.
13
NOTES TO CHAPTER 1
1. This study follows the social structural
perspective of reality construction. According to the
conception of social realilty of Berger Luckmann
(1967), it denies an independent external reality but
asserts the universality of social relativism. It
presumes that reality is socially constructed and
multiple realities co-exist.
With reference to the news-reality linkage, the
social' structural perspective identifies the social
structural base as a crucial element in reality
construction but does not specify any cut-and-dried
answers to the nature of the linkage. The nature of the
linkage varies according to three different perspectives
of the autonomy of media instituions in relation to the
social structural base.
First, a media-centric perspective (Altheide
Snow, 1979) argues for a perfect autonomy of media
institutions in structuring reality.
At the opposite end is the classical Marxist
perspective which envisions a complete subordination of
media institutions to the dominant class. (Murdock
Golding, 1977)
The two polarized positions are joined by a third
perspective which acknowledges both the autonomy of
media institutions and their dependence upon other
social institutions in reality construction. While
professional autonomy is revealed in studies of news
occupation, their dependence is illustrated in the
microprocess of journalist-source interaction for the
generation of news. The latter contributes to unveil the
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2.1 NEWS IS SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED
News is a symbolic realityl which constitutes public
events originating mostly from occurrences2 within the
sphere of social institutions. The designation of public
events as news is the resultant interactions between social
and media institutions. Their interactions are developed by
individuals-in-roles whose working relationships are
conditioned by both bureaucratization and professionalism.
(Gurevitch Blumer, 1974 Gurevitch Blumer, 1981)
This chapter delves into the process of newsmaking as
conditioned by bureaucratization and professionalism. First,
newsmaking is discussed at institutional settings where
media institutions collaborate with other social
institutions in defining public events as news. Then it goes
on to examine regularized interactions between sources and
journalists which manifest in a hierarchy of access
structure in correspondence with the social distribution of
knowledge. The social distribution of knowledge is built
upon the social stock of knowledge which organises a
hierarchy of multiple realities into a coherent whole.
(Berger Luckmann, 1967) The hierarchy is built along the
temporal and spatial dimensions on the continuum of
remoteness and closeness (Ibid., p.40) in terms of the
dichotomy of problematic versus unproblematic sectors
(Ibid., p.38) or with respect to the parameter of relevance
(Ibid., p.60). The parameter of relevance defines what is
relevant to the society at large and what is relevant to
some specific collectivities.
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Finally, the last section of this chapter recapitulates
the literature review of newsmaking and explicates the
system input role of news.
2.2 INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS OF NEWSMAKING
2.2.1 News As Public Events
As a form of knowledge indispensable to organized social
life, ,3 news is made up of a peculiar type of events, termed
public events. (Fishman, 1980, p.10) Public events are
important to structure the social world because they
organise experiences from the public sphere. Public event
constitutes the basic unit of shared meanings signifying the
social world.
With specific reference to newsmaking as social
construction of reality, the social world is conceptualized
as an amorphous one which is filled with numerous
occurrences. The order of social world is thus not given.
An event is any designated occurrence to index the social
world in a meaningful way. The designation of an event
depends on its practicability in organising experience of an
individual or a collectivity.
Events designated as public have first to be registered
into the public consciousness. The making of public events
is inherent in the mass media due to their reach to a
multitude of audience. Agenda setting hypothesis points to
the reality defining role of mass media. By the context of
17
display of news, the news media tell people not only what a
given issue is, but also how much importance attached to it.
(Cohen, 1963 Lang Lang, 1966 McCombs Shaw, 1972)
The reality defining role of mass media even goes beyond
the level of salience of discrete issues. Mass media is
viewed as a domain of institutionalized public acculturation
referring to the creation and cultivation of knowingly
shared ways of selecting and viewing events and aspects of
life. (Gerbner, 1985, p.15)
In the main, news as a reality definer creates public
events and sustains the conceptions. That sets the stage for
an examination of routine newsmaking methods so as to
understand the ways media interact with social
institutions to transform an indeterminate world into a
formulated set of events. (Tuchman, 1978 Fishman, 1980)
2.2.2 News Frame As Spatial And Temporal Dimensions Of
News Routines
News organisations are bureaucracy with rational
structures to fulfil the prime imperative of regular and
efficient dissemination of news under the pressure of
stringent deadlines. News frame is a construct noting one
of such rational structures or organizing principles which
simultaneously transform occurrences into events and then
into news stories. (Tuchman, 1978) While Tuchman (1978)
studied the news desk in an organisation, Fishman (1980)
focused analysis on the beat system. News frame is
operationalized into news routines which define what is
18
possible as well as actual news on the basis of rationality
about the knowledge structure in the society. The
rationality provides a recipe knowledge guiding the
assembling of news as well as a shield from external
pressures to safeguard the autonomy required by the news
media to attain the defined goals.
News net and news phase structure represent the spatial
and temporal dimensions of the news frame respectively.
News net, the spatial categorization, divides the social
world in terms of:
1) geographical territoriality, ie. the delineation
of areas of territorial responsibility
ii) organizational specialization, ie. establishment
of beats and bureaus at organizations or centres
associated with the generation of news and holding
centralized information and
iii) topical specialization, ie. departmentalization of
subject matter. (ibid., Chap.2)
In brief, the news net is basically composed of
centralized sources of information much like umbilical
cords connecting the newsroom to sources of sustenance.
(ibid., p.19)
As an example of news net, a beat consists of work
routines which identify the universe of a certain category
of news. Fishman (1980) developed the concept of beat round
from his observations in a metropolitan newspaper in
California first as a participant in the political beat and
then as a researcher in the crime beat. Beat round
regularizes reporting activities into bureaucracies in terms
of the files, personnel who handle information and meetings
19
where diverse sources of information are concentrated into
formally organised and prescheduled activities. With their
self-reporting apparatus, bureaucracies are in a position to
provide an already formed, systematically organized
structure of activities and information. (ibid., pp.33-49)
Temporal categorization typifies the potential events-as-
news into nonscheduled, prescheduled and unscheduled on the
basis of the predictability of occurrence and urgency of
publication (Tuchman, 1978, chap.3). It is devised not out
of the intrinsic temporal attributes of occurrences, but
just out of the periodicity of news organisations. Unlike
nonscheduled events-as-news, both prescheduled and
unscheduled types have to be printed with urgency. A
prescheduled type whose date of occurrence is known
beforehand is disseminated the day it occurs or the day
after. An unscheduled type is composed of unexpected
occurrences.
As a matter of fact, the temporal dimension of news
routines is rooted in news phase structure which is wedded
into the bureaucratic phase structure4 but in a simplified
version. (Fishman, 1980, p.60) News phase structure unveils
the constructed nature of newness and significance of news
events. News phase structure is the scheme of
interpretation5 among beat reporters to identify a series of
stages of ongoing activities and to locate typical events
within stages of bureaucratic activities. (Fishman, 1982,
p.225)
As such, reporters were found to faithfully adopt the
20
scheme of interpretation of bureaucratic institutions as a
necessary consequence of their methods of event detection,
that is, the spatial and temporal dimensions of news
routines alike which are embedded into these institutions.
In conclusion, the news frame is embedded into the
bureaucracies. Being the universes of possible news, it is
where the consensus of news lies.
2.2.3 Professionalism As Self-Legitimation Of News
Routines
Professionalism is the social stock of knowledge of news
institution. (Tuchman, 1978, Chap.4 and 5) Specifically, it
is the knowledge of how to get a story which fulfils
organisational needs and standards. (ibid., p.66)
Professionalism is the normative constituent of the social
stock of knowledge. It defines the competence of reporter as
one who get facts from credible sources. The competence is
tied to the detection, interpretation, investigation and
formulation of news events through bureaucracies.
As such, criteria of facts are embedded into the social
consensus of the normative order of authorized knowers.
Objectivity is the basic tenet of professionalism. It
facilitates a moral division of labor between news source
and reporter. (Carey, 1969) The former feeds with facts
while the latter merely assemble them. In brief, news is an
objective account of credible accounts. (Fishman, 1980,
pp.144-145) The normative knowledge of competence is a
defense against external criticisms such as charges of bias
21
and the threats of libel suits. (Tuchman, 1972)
Furthermore, it is essential to the news institution
because it is conducive to self-legitimation, as Rock (1973,
p.77) noted:
An interesting consequence of the search for an
objectifed and sure world of news is that the solipsism
of the newspaper office may feed upon itself and
transform newspapers into authoritative source
themselves."
2.2.4 News As Facticity In Straight News Routines
Objectivity prescribes a reporter to give an account of
what someone says has happened instead of what has
happened. (Sigal, 1973, p.69) News as fact is
conceptualized as a web of facticity. By facticity, it is
regarded as factual only through a mutual self-validation of
sources and facts. (Tuchman, 1978, p.86 Fishman, 1980,
p.92) As a consequence, source competence is central to the
evaluation of facts.
Bureaucratic accounts are generally treated as facts
which are already publishable versions of events.6 A single
bureaucratic account of some events is usually adequate for
newsworkers to report them. (Fishman, 1980, p.108) Even
doubts are raised, they are treated in circumscribed ways
which take the form of occasional errors, honest mistakes
and oversights. In contrast, non-bureaucratic accounts are
globally doubted. They appear entirely problematic and are
to be rediscovered in other non-problematic bureaucratic
accounts. (ibid., p.102)
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The primacy of bureaucratic accounts as fact is built
upon the presuppositions of the social distribution of
knowledge. The society is assumed to be bureaucratically
structured. (ibid., p.51)
A bureaucratically structured society is systematically
divided into specialized spheres of competence bound by
formal rules. A specific sphere of competence is structured
hierarchically alongside with clear definitions of
authority, power and responsibility. It is equipped with the
resources to accomplish tasks. Finally, a self-reporting
apparatus is built within to maintain a systematic
interpretation of norms and enforcement of rules. (Etzioni,
1981, p.53-54)
Two presuppositions are derived. The first is
bureaucratic consciousness.
Bureaucrats are seen as competent knowers by virtue
of their social structural position, i.e. their official
assignment over a jurisdiction. Thus, they have a social
warrant, they are entitled or authorized, to know
certain things. (Fishman, 1980, p.93)
Following this presupposition of bureaucratic
consciousness, there exists a normative order of authorized
knowers in the society.
The second is performative character of bureaucratic
accounts.
Bureaucractic performatives occur both in situated
social interaction and in documents. Bureaucracies are
established and maintained precisely for the purpose of
constituting the socially appropriate circumstances
under which a variety of public acts can be accomplished
successfully. (ibid., p.98)
The factuality of bureaucratic accounts is buttressed by
23
its empirical validation within the setting of bureaucracy.
It simply is a derivative from the expected enforcement
underlying the consensual basis of facticity in society.
(ibid., p.99)
The bureaucratic society is thus a constructed social
reality. It is both objectively available and subjectively
plausible to reporters. Firstly, it locates knowledge of
actual happenings in the society. Secondly, it provides a
map of relevant knowers for any topics of public events in
advance of any particular occurrences. (ibid., p.51)
2.2.5 News As Controversies In Investigative News
Routines
As soon as conflicting competent accounts are
encountered, a reporter is to be engaged into investigative
news routines. However, alternative or competing accounts
are not detrimental to the self-evident social reality. This
inconsistency is justified in the presupposition of the co-
existence of different perspectives:
The world is available to be known from a variety of
perspectives. Different versions of what happened are
explained in terms of different perspectives from which
the self-same thing is seen and described. (Fishman,
1980, pp.116-117)
In other words, conflicting competent accounts prompt
further investigation.
The perspectival nature of events determines the
facticity of the account, whether to use it and how to use
it as the basis for a news article. A reporter makes his
judgement on the perspectival nature of events by evaluating
24
the position of observation and vested interests involved.
(Fishman, 1980, p.117-118) For position of observation, it
refers to physical location or temporal location which is
attributable to the perspective taken. For vested interests
involved, a source takes a perspective corresponding to the
interests he represents in the social structure.
The investigative methods are primarily interviews with
several competent knowers so as to substantiate a claim as
fact, to present all sides of a story and to find out more
details for a story. (ibid., p.85) It is termed as fact by
triangulation (ibid., p.130) or copresentation. (Tuchman,
1980, p.90) It works at the chaining principle in which an
account of events forms the basis for questions answered in
a next account.
2.3 A HIERARCHY OF ACCESS STRUCTURE AS THE GRADATION OF
SOURCES IN SOURCE-JOURNALIST INTERACTIONS
Section 2.2.4 points out that competence of source is
the crucial element in locating facts.
The professional knowledge of source in news institution
is essentially the knowledge of social distribution of
facts. Obviously, the parameter of relevance is set at
legitimated institutions. The achorage of news net as such
presupposes the legitimacy of existing institutions. On the
one hand, news objectifies existing institutional order.
Furthermore, news is legitimized as a veridical account of
objective reality. Therefore, the professional stock of
knowledge is indexical and reflexive of the institutional
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order of society. (Fishman, 1980 Glasgow Media Group, 1977)
A gradation of sources is the working distinction among
legitimate newsmakers, quasi-legitimate newsmakers and the
amorphous public. The gradations are developed out of three
generalizations about news sources, namely, proven
reliability, informationess and credibility. (Tuchman, 1978,
p.93)
Hackett (1985) confirmed a hierarchy of access in the
news of Canadian Television. Government spokesmen and
politicians are framed most frequently and significantly.
Government and opposition politicians are the only group to
appear disproportionately frequent in both public speeches
and news conference. It signifies the newsworthiness of
politicians' statements as events in themselves because
they constitute major policy announcements. In addition,
they appear in scurry, that is, on-site corridor interviews
to discuss recent proceedings. The leaders and designated
spokesmen of organised groups and institutions take the
intermediary positions of the hierarchy. Ordinary people are
the least noticed. They are just mentioned, rather than
quoted or interviewed.
2.3.1 Legitimate Newsmakers With Routine Access
Representatives of bureaucracies or officials dominate
media access as a necessay consequence of news routines.
They secure regularized interactions with news
organizations. The government sector thus constitues
legitimate newsmakers. The conclusion drawn from participant
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observations in news organisation is also empirically
validated in analyses of news content and self-reports of
reporters.
Sigal (1973) found that most page one news in both the
Times and the Washington Post comes from routine channels.
American officials predominate as sources of information,
particularly, in stories of only one source and among
the most important sources. It was also noted that American
officials occasionally relay information to the press
through informal channels such as background briefing and
leaks. Other occasional channels are quasi-routine channels
and enterprise channels.7
Miller (1977) noted a power hierarchy of news sources
corresponding to institutional structure in the United
States. Termed as spokesmanship, the power hierarchy is
topic specific. Spokesmanship is designated due to either
having special responsibility for a topic or for the persons
affected by it. Spokesmanship for topics tended to move from
the House to the Senate and from the Senate to the President
but not vice versa. Unlike Congress, the President tended to
have the ability to establish topics as newsworthy by virtue
of his association with them. When this happened, Congress
was covered only to the extent that it differed from the
President, for new information added or definite actions
taken. Miller also pointed out that the press tend to
search for ultimate spokesman. This search for ultimate
spokesman conferred a high media visibility of the President
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and Senate committees.
Fico (1984) noted a consensus of the ultimate spokesman
among the reporters of the statehouse bureau in Indianna.
This consensual sources of information was found to be bound
by the topics set in the institutional procedures. Moreover,
medium type was also found to be a determinant of
identification of sources. Generalized media such as wire
service reporters and newspaper reporters identify ultimate
spokesmen in terms of influence. Localized media such as
local newspapers locate their geographical representatives
as ultimate spokesmen.
A close examination of routine access noticed a
concentration of the power in the bureaucratic institutions.
As the political institutions are arranged in a power
hierarchy, spokesmanship of a topic is situated in the
relevant positions within the power hierarchy. Ultimate
spokesmanship is logically situated at the vertex of the
power hierarchy.
2.3.2 Quasi-Legitimate Newsmakers With Calculated
Access
Access of quasi-legitimate newsmakers is conditional.
Among quasi-legitimate newsmakers, there are differences in
goals and resources. Basically, two categories of quasi-
legitimate newsmakers are distinguished, resourceful groups
versus resourceless groups.
Resourceful groups refer to business and professional
interests. They strive for goals resonant with the
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established values in the society. They usually stay in the
shadow of the media limelight. They enter the spotlight
through news pegs, that is, occurrences tied to the
institutions in the news net. Furthermore, they have the
resources and expertise to provide information fitting the
news routines to put forward their causes.
Paletz Entman (1981) documented a case of press
coverage of a movement by a public interest group. Termed
common cause, the movement sought to promote
revitalization of the existing system and was able to bank
on the media resources to promote their causes. Their
success was attributed to the public relations efforts
behind the scene which were tailored to fit the concept of
news, journalistic norms and the press's need for
information.
Goldenberg (1975) summarized the conditions of access of
resource-poor groups to metropolitan newspapers in Boston.
Resource-poor groups are interest groups without direct
influence in policy making.
With regard to access, the lack of status, officiality,
information, knowledge and money puts them in disadvantage.
Nevertheless, they are equipped with legitimacy based on
the size and representativeness of the groups and with
credibility based on past consequential actions. (ibid.,
pp.36-48) Furthermore, access is found to be mostly
initiated by interest groups. A group's initiatives to seek
access is itself a variable dependent upon the group goals,
target and situation.8 It is also noted that discrete
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interactions between interest groups and newspapers are
rarely regularized.9
2.3.3 Quasi-Legitimate Newsmakers With Disruptive Access
Disruptive access is gained in cases of occurrences
which interrupt social order. (Molotch Lester, 1974,
p.108)
Due to the nature of unexpectedness, accidental
occurrences disrupt the routine news making process, and
thus results in an opening for access of the groups without
established connections with the press. Through dramatic,
disruptive and controversial events do resourceless groups
gain access.
However, even though the routine news making process is
dispensed in cases of accidental events, Molotch (1975)
concluded that there still exists a structured skewedness of
access to the news media in favour of the status quo.
Furthermore, the resourceless groups with least access did
not gain any edge in typographic treatment. Finally, the
routine event making process will restore over time. In the
main, institutional definitions of the events dominate.
Hackett (1985) studied the nature of access in Canadian
television news on the condition of industrial disputes.
In terms of visibility, the government and politicians plus
labour fared a high media visibility. However, the
inferential structures for the two opposing groups are
different. Official sides are significantly more likely to
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appear in quote but the labour sides are depicted in their
actions. For the trade unionists, they often speak for
themselves on the news, but in a context in which they are
forced to justify their actions. (ibid.., p.262)
Gitlin (1981) compared the news treatment of two types
of conflicts in the New York Times. One type of conflicts
falls within an area of disagreement which leaves the core
values of the society untouched. Reformist social movement
as such a case of conflicts is domesticated by employing
stereotyping and ritualized story format. Media frame
operates with relative autonomy. However, subtle political
intervention was found to exercise on the media frame under
crisis situations when dissensus arises to challenge the
core values of the society. Radical political movements
constitute such a crisis. It is found that subtle political
intervention was exercised to assure favourable coverage of
the status quo. It is exerted through various means of
distributive control of information such as witholding
interviews, feeding false information to reliable reporters
or preferring competitors.
2.4 NEWSMAKING AND POWER
In general, power refers to subsets of relations among
social units such that the behaviors of one or more units
(the responsive units) depend in some circumstances on the
behavior of other units (the controlling units). (Dahl,
1968, p.40) As an attribute of social institutions, power
is manifested in institutional roles which gives the
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individuals in these roles control over valued resources.
(Dye, 1986, p.30) This section will first recapitulate the
foregone literature review of newsmaking and then discuss
its implications in terms of the role of news in
legitimation.
2.4.1 Recapitulation Of Newsmakinq Studies
That newsmaking is closely tied with the power structure
is a major postulate underlying the foregone literature
review of newsmaking. This major postulate could be
elaborated into: news reflects the power centres. In this
regard, news net and news phase structure are two concepts
central to an understanding of the constructed reality in
news. News net, a spatial dimension of newsmaking, is the
locus of centralised news sources in the social distribution
of knowledge. News net is made up of news channel which is
the path of information connecting news sources with news
media. News net is also manifested in access structure
which differentiates news sources on the basis of their
hierarchical positions in the power structure. News phase
structure, a temporal dimension of newsmaking, focuses on
bureaucratic phase structures of power institutions to
locate a stream of new and significant events.
In addition, news not only reflects the hierarchical
aspects of power structure, but also the dynamics of power.
Section 2.3 contrasts the nature of access structure under
three different conditions, that is, routine access,
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calculated access and disruptive access. Routine access
takes place in the absence of any challenges to existing
power relationships. Calculated access happens when some
groups seek to strengthen their power positions in existing
power relationships. Disruptive access is found in light of
serious challenges being posed to existing power
relationships. Section 2.3 has briefly discussed that by
adherence to the underlying postulate of newsmaking, news
legitimizes the status quo in all the three conditions.
Legitimation is the attempt of power holders to justify
their claims and to muster support from the governed.
(Bensman, 1979, p.44)
2.4.2 News As System Input In Legitimation
News media is strategically located in the political
system. First, mass media are quite powerful in defining
reality which is remote from personal experience. (Adoni
Maine, 1984) Rarely are man-in-the-street directly
accessible to the world of politics. As mediated
representations of public events in the political system,
news are turned to for credible political information.
Second, news media are unique in their technological
form to reach a huge audience almost simultaneously. And
this distinctive feature of publication is conducive to
transforming latent opinions into public opinion because it
transmit information about what relevant others are thinking
or doing. As such, it forces people to acknowledge that the
others know and thus they have to make commitment in the
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public. (Katz, 1983, pp.93-95) Furthermore, Price Roberts
(1987, p.806) elaborated that news media are indispensable
in the formation of public opinion in two aspects. On the
one hand, by presenting both news and commentary, news media
perform reporting function. Public attention is focused on
the mediated representations of important events and
political actors with respect to an issue under
consideration. On the other hand, by printing letters to the
editors, reporting public opinion polls or even conducting
polls themselves, news media also act as pollstakers.
Consequently, news also taps mediated representations of the
public's organised responses.
In the main, news media are an important conduit for
political information, which contributes to stimulate,
filter and structure the inputs in the political system.
(Cobb Elder, 1981). It is referred to be system input role
of news in this study.
According to Easton's system theory, support and demand
are two major types of inputs necessary to keep a political
system operating so as to preserve the status quo. (Easton,
1965) Support refers to the form of actions or orientations
promoting the goals or interests of a political system.
(Easton, 1971, p.47) Demands are articulated statements
directed toward the authorities to trigger authoritative
allocations. (Ibid., p.45)
On the basis of Easton's typology of inputs, the system
input role is conceived to comprise two facets, that is,
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input of support and input of demand.
As it is explicated in Section 2.4.1, news media and the
powerful institutions have formed an integral unit of
newsmaking which accounts for the restricted perspectives of
the constructed reality in news.
Hall, Critcher, Jefferson Roberts (1978) termed the
constructed reality in news as secondary reality definer to
illustrate its deference to the dominant perspectives of the
powerful. The dominant perspectives of the powerful is
designated as the primary definition of reality.
The primary definition sets the limit for all
subsequent discussion by framing what the problem is.
This initial framework then provides the criteria by
which all subsequent contributions are labelled as
'relevant''to the debate, or 'irrelevant'-- beside the
point. (ibid., p.59)
Primary aetinitions are, in essence, the consensus or
the society which has been legitimated by the will of the
majority. (Hall, 1982, p.87) In other words, the input of
support prevails.
On the other hand, in the case of the existence of
organised and articulate sources which generate counter-
definitions of reality, these challenges from the organized
counter-definitions lead to uncertainties in the power
relationships. Under such circumstances, the perspectives of
power relationships are also presented in the news. (Olien,
Donohue Tichenor, 1984, p.459) Simply put, it is the input
of demand that prevails.
This postulate that the constructed reality of news
depends on the nature of power relationships is supported in
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cross community studies. The difference in community
structures represents the variation in power relationships.
An example is the study of Tichenor, Donohue Olien (1980)
which found press coverage of conflicts varies with the
pluralism of community structure. For a community with an
external locus of social power, the degree of pluralism
in the power structure increases and the conflict reportage
is intensive. However, conflict reportage is rare in
homogeneous community.
Besides, the postulate is also tested in the same
community but with variations in the power relationships. A
case in point is the study of Paletz Entman (1.981). The
study noted that definition of news and news routines
benefit the presidency in the United States. However, it
does not always work to the favor of presidency. Under the
condition of elite disagreement, it contributes to the
reallocation of power among the elite circles.
In sum, which system input role of news prevails depends
on the perspectives embedded into the power relationships.
Support prevails in news when there is a lack of counter-
definitions and therefore a reflection of consensus.
However, in the presence of counter-definitions, demand
will predominate the news. As such, news mirrors the
disagreement between power institutions.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2
1. Symbolic reality is defined as any form of
symbolic expression of objective reality. (Adoni and
Mane, 1984, p.326)
2. An occurrence is simply any cognized happening and
can be infinitely divided and elaborated into additional
happenings and occurrences. (Molotch Lester, 1974,
p.102)
3. News is continually sought and offered in the
course of social communication because it is a
necessary, and therefore valuable, commodity of social
exchange. (Roscho 1975, p.10) The social
indispensability of news was attributed to the
surveillance need of every social organisations. (ibid.)
4. Bureaucratic phase structure is the scheme of
interpretation and the scheme of relevance in typifying
occurrences and identifying events in bureaucracies. It
is rigid and prespecified. When occurrences violate the
assumptions or procedures embedded into a bureaucracy,
they would become nonevents and got unnoticed. (Fishman,
1982, p.219)
5. The scheme of interpretation designates a new
event as it crosses the boundary of phases. (Fishman,
1982, p.227) In addition, the scheme of interpretation
incorporates a scheme of relevance which differentiates
the relative importance of various perceived and
interpreted objects. (ibid., p.228) The scheme of
relevance attaches significance to official outcomes
in each phase (ibid., p.229)
6. Despite its significance, bureaucratic framework
is only one of the determinants of source competence. In
addition to the social structural competence, there are
also an innate competence and an experiential
competence. This allows eyewitness and man in the street
to give factual accounts in relevant topics such as
accidents. (ibid., p.117) Due to the preoccupation of
practicality, the assessment of source competence has an
open-ended quality in the light of incoming new
evidences. (ibid., p.120)
7. According to Sigal (1973), quasi-routine channels
provide the linkage between organised groups and the
news organisations. Examples are non-governmental
proceedings such as association meetings and trade union
conventions. Enterprise channels are initiated by
newsworkers. Examples are interviews at a reporter's
initiative, a reporter's own conclusion or analysis.
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8. A resourceless group is likely to initiate access
when it is important to promote group identities and
commitments to a heterogeneous, geographically dispersed
target. A group would gain access to reach its targets
which are prominent by virtue of high status or
officiality. (Goldenberg, 1975, pp.53-56) Situational
factors include the availability of news pegs of events
or issues relevant to a group's interests. The
availability of news pegs is very much hooked to
legitimated institutions. (ibid., pp.117-122)
9. Initial contacts between resourceless groups and
media are regularized when contacts are directed to a
specialist or columnist rather than beat reporter or
general assignment reporter. Groups committed to
persistent themes are more likely to sustain regularized
interactions. More decisive, regularized interactions
are resulted from a newspaper's commitments to extend
the news net. The extension of news net is possible by
establishing issue specialists that cut across
institutional beats, by conducting a series of
investigative reporting of special topics, by allocating
regular columns to community affairs and by attending to
specialized publications. (ibid., pp.131-133)
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3.1 CHANGE IN POWER STRUCTURE
Power structure is defined as the pattern of control
over the government. (Dahl, 1968, p.42) Simply put, power
structure is the distribution of political power in a
society. Thus, change in power structure refers to
structural change in the distribution of political power.
(Chan, 1987) Hong Kong has undergone significant change in
the power structure since the Sino-British Joint Declaration
(the Joint Declaration) took effect from May 27, 1985. In
parallel with British-Hong Kong government, a second power
centre has since been emerged within the territory. As the
second power centre, Chinese government functions as a veto
group during the political transition.
Veto groups, in its original usage, describe an
amorphous structure of power which consists of a diversified
and balanced plurality of interest groups. Veto groups are
basically defense groups rather than leadership groups.
These interest groups, each with a clearly defined
jurisdiction, seek to protect their own interests primarily
by blocking threatening efforts from other groups. However,
veto groups rarely initiate aggressive moves to advance
their interests within the boundary of their jurisdiction.
(Riesman, 1961, pp.213-217)
In this study, the term veto group is adopted with some
modifications. Chinese government as a veto group is not an
interest group but is indeed a newly-formed power centre
within the territory. Just like other veto groups with a
clearly defined jurisdiction, the scope of the power of
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Chinese government during the political transition is
limited to the areas stipulated in the Joint Declaration.
Chinese government is confined to have her hands in matters
relating to the smooth transfer of sovereignty over Hong
Kong in 1997 or the maintenance of the prosperity and
stability of Hong Kong during the political transition. In
contrast, the other power centre, that is, British-Hong Kong
government are still wholly responsible for the
administration of Hong Kong during the political transition.
(Sino-British Joint Declaration, 1984, p.13) Furthermore,
with the assertion of autonomy of British-Hong Kong
government during the political transition, Chinese
government refrains from outright interference into the
affairs of Hong Kong but prefers co-operation and mutual
accommodation with the incumbent British-Hong Kong
government.
The following three sections will elaborate the change
in the power structure of Hong Kong. Section 3.2 gives an
account of the bases of single power centre in Hong Kong
before the Joint Declaration took effect. Section 3.3
discusses the Joint Declaration as the demarcation of the
change in the power structure of Hong Kong. With reference
to political reforms, section 3.4 will evidence the
emergence of Chinese government as the second power centre
during the political transition of Hong Kong.
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3.2 THE BASES OF SINGLE POWER CENTRE
Single power centre describes a monopoly of political
power by Hong Kong government in the polity before the Joint
Declaration came into effect on May 27, 1985. As a colonial
government, Hong Kong government is the ruling machinery of
the British sovereign. With Hong Kong government as the
dominant political power, Hong Kong is a secluded
bureaucratic polity. The state of single power centre has
been buttressed by intricate tripartite relationships of
Britain-- Hong Kong-- China.
3.2.1 The Dominance Of Hong Kong Government In The
Polity
Hong Kong is a secluded bureaucratic polity. It is
characterised by the dominance of the administrative
bureaucracy on the one hand and the minimal integration with
the Chinese society on the other. (Lau, 1982, Chap.2) The
administrative bureaucracy, that is Hong Kong government, is
headed by the Governor who actually makes decision with the
Executive Council.
The dominance of the administrative bureaucracy is
manifested in its monopolization of political functions.
Consequently, it works as the only significant political
institution. Being the government machinery, the bureaucracy
monopolizes not only the' functions of policy making, but
also the input functions of a political system, namely,
political communication, interest articulation and
aggregation, political socialization and recruitment.
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Furthermore, the administrative bureaucracy is the only
repository of legitimate authority.
On the other hand, the administrative bureaucracy is
mostly autonomous from the interference of other social and
political forces in the territory. Four factors contribute
to this relative autonomy.
The most important is the restraint attitude of the
British sovereign l. The Governor and the bureaucracy has
derived from England legal-rational authority established by
conventions in its development.
The second but no less important is the quiescent
attitude of the Chinese sovereignl. Hong Kong has been of
economic benefits to China to preserve its status quo.
Except during the riots of 1956 and 1967, the communist
faction in Hong Kong rarely exploits the internal
contradictions of Hong Kong society3. For instance, the
communist-controlled unions, which enrolled 53 percent of
registered trade unions, are preoccupied with instructing
their members on the correct party line rather than in
negotiation with their employers. (Miners, 1986, p.33)
Thirdly, it is the apathetic attitude of the Chinese
inhabitants. The political turmoil of contemporary China has
driven people to seek asylum in the colony. Coupled with
the primacy of the pursuit of economic interests, voluntary
submission to colonial rule was inviting to the
depoliticization of the Chinese society. (Lau, 1982, pp.13-
14)
Fourthly, a minimal integration of the Chinese elites
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has attained through the administrative absorption of
politics. (King, 1975, p.424) It is the cooptation of elite
groups into the administrative decision-making bodies. In
addition to the appointment of social celebrities into the
Legislative and Executive Councils, the government has
developed an extensive network of advisory committees. In
1986, over 4700 members with expertise and community
experience were appointed to serve 435 such committees.
(Hong Kong Annual Report, 1987, pp.26-27) As such, coupled
with the adherence of the rule by law, Hong Kong government
wins legitimacy in the populace by making policies not
opposing to the wishes of the majority. (Louie, 1987, pp.12-
17)
On the other hand, the breeding of pressure group
politics in the 1970s which presses for the redistribution
of resources has worked to certain extent to balance the
bias toward the establishment embedded in the bureaucratic
decision making. (Yeung, 1987, p.281) However vocal these
pressure groups are, the lack of resources and mass support
plus their ad-hoc nature has hindered their development into
effective and institutionalized channel to supervise the
bureaucracy. (Miners, 1986, p.203)
3.2.2 The Supreme But Latent Authority of Britain
The political structure of Hong Kong can be
schematically simulated to a power pyramid.
Constitutionally, powers are concentrated in the hands of
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the Governor who symbolizes the authority of the government.
One of the most important control from British government is
through the selection of the governor.
The Governor holds powers in almost all spheres of
governance including legislation, emergency and command of
the British army within delimitations. The supremacy of
British government over the colonial government is
manifested in the Letters Patent that the exercise of the
powers is subject to the instructions from London. British
government is empowered to legislate for the colony and to
disallow any ordinances passed by the colonial legislature,
if necessary. (Miners, 1986, pp.58-67) By conventions,
British government seldom exercises the powers to intervene
into the internal decision making of the colony
notwithstanding. (ibid., pp.219-223)
On the other hand, British government is entitled to
exercise negative powers which is a less obvious but more
significant form of control.
As a dependent polity, Hong Kong is denied of
representations in international negotiations on its own
right. On issues of international concerns such as trade
agreements and the resettlement of Vietnamese refugees,
Hong Kong government has to solicit the cooperation of
British government. On such occasions, Britain can exercise
negative power by refusing permission or by declining to
bestir itself very energetically on Hong Kong's behalf.
(ibid., pp.223-226)
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3.2.3 The Hidden Dimension Of China
Hong Kong is located at the doorstep of China. Its
status quo has owed much to the blessings of China.
Hong Kong derived her colonial status from the three
unequal treatises of 1842, 1860 and 1898 which were
resulted from British military aggression against the Qing
Empire in the nineteenth Century4.
After the fall of the Qing dynasty, new regimes have
sought to relinquish unequal treatises to restore national
unity and dignity. Nevertheless, Hong Kong remains to be a
British colony due to the turbulences inside China. (Minoru,
1986, p.4)
Since the-founding of the People's Republic of China,
the communist regime has repeatedly avowed the policy of
preserving the status quo of Hong Kong5 and to solve the
problem through peaceful negotiations at an opportune time.
(Cheng, 1984, p.45)
This policy toward Hong Kong was officially stated in
1972 when China was admitted to the United Nations. At that
time, Chinese sovereignty was highlighted and the validity
of the three treaties was denied. (ibid., p.54)
The policy of preserving the status quo of Hong Kong has
been interpreted as the importance of Hong Kong to China in
economic terms. China has benefited from the capitalist
economy of Hong Kong in the form of trade surplus, non-trade
earnings and unrequited transfers, investment capital, and
the provisions of banking facilities and financial
services6. (Jao, 1983) In addition, the transfer of
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knowledge and technology from Hong Kong is treasured
particularly in sustaining China's modernization programmes.
3.3 THE DEMARCATION OF CHANGE IN POWER STRUCTURE
After lengthy negotiations between British and Chinese
governments on the future of Hong Kong7, the Joint
Declaration strikes an ending note to the sovereignty issue.
Initialled in September 1984, the Joint Declaration is a
formal international agreement between British and Chinese
governments. The Joint Declaration8 is primarily concerned
with the negotiated settlements for the 50 years after
British government returns the sovereignty over Hong Kong to
Chinese government in 1997. Then, Hong Kong will become the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) under the
sovereignty of China.
With the Joint Declaration effective from May 27, 1985,
Hong Kong entered into the transitional period. To pave way
for smooth transfer of sovereignty, the Joint Declaration
also makes arrangements for the transitional period. The
arrangements assert the autonomy of British government in
administering Hong Kong in the run-up to 1997. On the other
hand, Chinese government is legitimate to get involved in
certain affairs of Hong Kong during the political
transition. Chinese government has since emerged as a veto
group in parallel with British-Hong Kong government. The
power structure as such is referred to be dual power
centres. Against this background, the implementation of the
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Joint Declaration since May 27, 1985 marks the change in the*
power structure of Hong Kong from single power centre into
dual power centres during the political transition. The
Joint Declaration provides China's involvement in four areas
of Hong Kong affairs during the political transition.
Firstly, at the most general level, it is the matters
relating to the preservation of prosperity and stability of
Hong Kong during the political transition. The Joint
Declaration provides that British government is
responsible for the administration of Hong Kong with the
object of maintaining and preserving its economic prosperity
and social stability and Chinese government will give its
cooperation in this connection. (Joint Declaration, 1984,
paragraph 4)
Secondly, a Sino-British Joint Liaison Group (JLG) has
since been established to ensure effective implementation of
the Joint Declaration. The JLG will exist until January 1,
2000. The JLG works as a mechanism for mutual discussions
and exchanges of information concerning international
arrangements of economic and cultural relations along with
other arrangements for a smooth transition.
Thirdly, a Sino-British Land commission (the Land
Commission) has since been established as well. The Land
Commission deals with the, land leases, allocation of new
land and the arrangements for premium income. However,
unlike the JLG, the Land commission will be dissolved on
June 30, 1997.
Fourthly,. under the auspices of the National People's
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Congress of China ,(NPC), a Basic Law Drafting Committee
(BLDC) was set up in June 1985 to translate China's basic
policies of the HKSAR as stipulated in the Annex I to the
Joint Declaration into the Basic Law of the HKSAR (the Basic
Law)9. The supreme authority of China is evidenced in the
Basic Law. For example, China is empowered to appoint all
the members10 of the BLDC which is responsible to NPC.
Besides, the Standing Committee of NPC or NPC play a
decisive role in the process of legislation11 which
basically involves motion, examination and approval.
3.4 THE DELINEATION OF CHANGE IN POWER STRUCTURE
Regarding the issue of political reforms, evidences of
the emergence of Chinese government as a veto group in the
power structure are documented in section 3.4.2 from the
statements of Chinese government officials. Furthermore,
Section 3.4.3 discusses a corresponding shift in British-
Hong Kong government officials' approach to the issue of
political reforms.
Apparently, political reforms differ from the Basic Law
in time scale and scope. Still, Chinese government has
insisted a convergence of political reforms with the Basic
Law. Section 3.4.1 will first look into the underlying
relationship between the political system of HKSAR to be
stipulated in the Basic Law and the issue of political
reforms during the political transition.
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3.4.1 The Basic Law And Political Reforms
In principle, the Basic Law is the mini-constitution of
the HKSAR which is to enshrine China's basic policies toward
HKSAR as spelt out in the Joint Declaration. Covering a wide
range of 14 subjects which include social, economic, legal
and political aspects, China's basic policies revolve around
the establishment of a special adminstrative region directly
under the central government of China. With a high degree of
autonomy except in foreign and defence affairs, the HKSAR
will preserve its capitalist system and lifestyle for 50
years after 1997. Consequently, the Basic Law is primarily
concerned with the affairs of Hong Kong beyond 1997 albeit
with the drafting of the Basic Law during the political
transition.
Political reforms refer to the plans for changes
initiated by British-Hong Kong government at the central
level of Hong Kong government in preparation for the
handover of sovereignty from British government to Chinese
government in 1997. The central level of Hong Kong
government comprises the Governor, the Executive Council
and the Legislative Council. There are two green papers on
political reforms: the Green Paper on the Further
Development of Representative Government in Hong Kong
published in July 1984 (the-1984 Green Paper) and the Green
Paper: the 1987 Review of Developments in Representative
Government published in May 1987 (the 1987 Green Paper).
With reference to the time scale, the two green papers
cope with political reforms from 1985 to 1991. In terms of
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scope, the 1984 Green Paper focuses on the change in the
Legislative Council (Legco) while the 1987 Green Paper
proposes changes spanning the three-tier structure, that is,
the Legco, the two municipal councils and the district
boards. In contrast, the Basic Law also covers the highest
decision-making bodies the Executive Council (Exco) and the
Chief Executive at the central level of HKSAR government.
Obviously, the Basic Law works on a time scale and scope
distinctively different from political reforms.
Nevertheless, the two are not discrete but related. Indeed,
political development during the political transition is a
major concern of the Chinese authorities in light of the
emphasis on smooth transfer of sovereignty and social
stability.
First, the two time scales indeed flow in continuum. The
political system of the HKSAR will be established on the
foundation of the political development during the political
transition.
Second, Chinese government is very concerned about the
far-reaching implications of the change in Legco during the
political transition. The 1984 Green Paper aims to build a
powerful legislature by the proposed introduction of
indirect elections to enhance its representativeness. Hong
Kong government began to implement the scheme of
decolonization in 1985 after the publication of the White
Paper on the Further Development of Representative
Government (the 1984 White Paper). Specifically, 24 of the
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56 Legco seats were designated for indirect elections in
September 1985. The 1987 Green Paper deals with the issue of
direct election along with the composition of Legco.
In view of the political development, a pro-China
columnist Sun Wai-see first cautioned its implications by
referring to the Colonial Laws Validity Act in December
1986. The Act, passed in 1865, stipulates that if half of
the colonial legislature are elected members, it will become
a representative legislature which shall have full power to
make laws. Chinese government officials have privately
expressed concerns over the possible implications that the
Colonial Laws Validity Act might prevent Chinese government
from exercising sovereignty effectively over Hong Kong after
1997. (South China Morning Post, February 19, 1987)
As it is aforementioned, the scope of the two green
papers confines to the Legco regarding the change at the
central government of Hong Kong. Nonetheless, as for the
consideration of legitimacy, the selection method of HKSAR's
chief executive depends to a large extent on the proportion
of elected elements in the Legco. (Chan, 1987b)
3.4.2 China As An Emergent Power Centre
China emerged to be a second power centre in the status
of a veto group during the political transition to ensure
smooth transfer of sovereignty and effective implementation
of the Joint Declaration12. Evidences of the emergence of
China as a veto group were compiled from the published
statements of. Chinese government officials. These official
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statements, though not meant to be exhaustive, declared
forcefully China's intervention in matters regarding
transfer of sovereignty and her veto power of political
reforms during the political transition.
The director of the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs
Office13, Ji Peng-fei made an important statement on the
role of China during the political transition. In an article
published in a Chinese official weekly, Liaowang on
November 30, 1985, Ji acknowledged the autonomy of British
government in administering Hong Kong during the political
transition for the sake of social stability. More important,
he stressed that China had to intervene in matters relating
to the resumption of sovereignty over Hong Kong in 1997 or
beyond. He also addressed to political reforms during the
political transition saying that it had to take into account
of its convergence with the Basic Law which is to stipulate
the HKSAR's political system. (Cheng, 1988, p.3) In fact, on
various occasions of receiving guests from Hong Kong since
mid-October 1985, Ji had repeatedly emphasized the
reservation of the status quo and the sovereign right of the
Basic Law to design the HKSAR's political system. (Cheng,
1987b, pp.251-257)
The director of New China News Agency Hong Kong Branch,
Xu Jia-tun issued a very strong-worded statement of China's
veto power of political reforms in his first press
conference in Hong Kong on November 21, 1985. Xu warned of
the would-be detrimental consequences of divergence from the
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yet-to-be drafted Basic Law on the stability of Hong Kong.
His remarks highlighted China as the ultimate authority to
confer reform measures the status of permanence. His remarks
also pointed out China's veto power after 1997 to dismantle
any institutions installed during the transitional period.
(ibid, p.256)
The Deputy Secretary General of the BLDC, Lu Ping
reiterated China's veto power in February 1987. Lu said that
political reforms, if any, introduced before 1997 must be in
line with the system to be laid down in the Basic Law which
is to be promulgated by the NPC in 1990. If not, any
representative government system would be overruled in 1997.
(South China Morning Post, February 19, 1987)
3.4.3. British-Hong Kong Government's Shift In the
Approach To Political Reforms
British-Hong Kong government once took advantage of her
incumbency to initiate unilaterally a reform package in
1984. But it is proved to be short-lived under the
imperative of Chinese sovereignty after 1997. An obvious
change in the approach to the issue of political reforms
could be traced in 1985 from the statements of British-Hong
Kong government officials.
Hong Kong government has adopted a supportive attitude
for political reforms toward democratization14 since Britain
realized the impossibility of its formal administration
during the course of Sino-British negotiations15. Just prior
to the pronouncement of an agreement between Chinese and
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British governments, Hong Kong government put forward the
1984 Green Paper. It is generally regarded as an
unprecedented measure of decolonization in the light of the
transfer of sovereignty in 199716.
On the date of the publication of the 1984 Green Paper,
the British Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe, made an
announcement of the green paper in response to a related
question in the British Parliament. He emphasized the goals
to improve the representative status of the central level of
Hong Kong government and the responsiveness to public
opinion. (South China Morning Post, July 18, 1984)
In 1985, former British Minister of State with
responsibility for Hong Kong, Richard Luce and former Chief
Secretary of Hong Kong, Sir David Akers-Jones have
repeatedly maintained that political reforms during the
transitional period was Britain's business. (Lau, 1987a)
However, the initiative in political reforms of the
incumbent Britain-Hong Kong government prevailed until
November 1985. After Xu's warning against deviations from
the Joint Declaration, views of political reforms have since
been exchanged through the JLG as well as through diplomatic
channels between the foreign ministers of Britain and China.
Convergence with the Basic Law was acknowledged as the sine
qua non of any political reforms. (Lau, 1987b)
Since then, Britain has gradually yielded to the
imperative of convergence with the Basic Law. China's
expressed wish becomes influential for the first time in
modifying Hong Kong government's policy decisions of
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political reforms.
In January 1986, the British Minister of State with
responsibility for Hong Kong, Mr Timothy Renton told a press
conference in Beijing that China and Britain had come to
similar views about political reforms in Hong Kong. He
pledged: We agreed above all on the need for convergence
between the system that is evolving in Hong Kong.... and
the system to be laid down in Basic Law. (South China
Morning Post, January 22, 1986)
In a press conference following the publication of the
1987 Green Paper in May 1987, the Governor, Sir David Wilson
acknowledged that further political changes would be
converged with the Basic Law. (South China Morning Post, May
30, 1987)
Furthermore, British-Hong Kong government officials not
only reiterated the imperative of convergence with the Basic
Law, but also boldly admitted that China factor had carried
weight in the formulation of the 1987 Green Paper.
In a press conference in 1986, the former Chief
Secretary, Sir David Akers-Jones, said China would get a
copy of the 1987 Green Paper before it was published. He
described the preparation of the 1987 Green Paper as an
evolutionary process which would involve constructive
dialogue between Chinese and British governments through
both formal and informal channels. He explained that Chinese
government had a deep interest in the issue. A shift in
British-Hong Kong government's approach to the issue of
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political reforms is evident in his quote: We have gone a
long way in a very short time from a position of no dialogue
and no exchange of view to one where there is an exchange of
views. (South China Morning Post, January 6-8, 1986)
On the date of publication of the 1987 Green Paper, the
Deputy Chief Secretary, John Chan gave a definite answer to
a question in a press conference asking if a third country
had influenced the formulation of the green paper. He was
quoted as saying: Yes, and let's be frank about it. The
country is China. China is a factor. There have been, and
will be, exchanges of views between Beijing and London to
ensure a smooth transfer of power. (South China Morning
Post, May 29, 1987)
The importance of China factor is also evident in the
first official visit to Beijing by the Governor, Sir David
Wilson just before the public consultation completed. The
issue of political reforms was discussed between the
Governor and the Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister, Zhou Nan.
The Governor has assured the Chinese counterpart that
neither British government nor Hong Kong government had any
pre-conceived ideas on further political changes. (South
China Morning Post, September 26, 1987)
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3
1. Section 3.2.2 gives a detailed discussion of this
latent dimension of British sovereign.
2. Details see Section 3.2.3.
3. The leftist faction in Hong Kong has kept a low
profile. Since 1950s, China made several attempts to
propose to Britain to establish an official organ in
Hong Kong. It was received by a strong opposition from
Britain and Hong Kong on the ground that it would foster
a dual authority structure and thus would be detrimental
to governance. In return, Britain offered a counter
proposal to set up an ambassy. China refused the offer
because it contradicted with its denial of British
sovereignty over Hong Kong. As a move to solve the
deadlock, the local NCNA has been serving as a semi-
official institution in Hong Kong. (Cheng, 1984, p.245
Ho, 1985, p.52 Loonq, 1985, p.16)
4. The Hong Kong island and the Kowloon peninsula
were ceded in the first two treatises. The New
Territories were leased for a period of 99 years in the
third treatise. The lease was to expire on 30 June,
1997.
5. Miners (1986, p.6) explicated the unstated deal
between Britain and China in pursuit of this policy:
It seems probable that sometime in the 1950s an
informal understanding was reached between Britain and
China about Hong Kong's status: that China would make no
moves to interfere with British administration of the
colony so long as Britain refrained from any action
which might prejudice China's interests in particular
that there would be no moves towards democracy and free
elections in Hong Kong (which might have meant the
coming to power of politicians sympathetic to Taiwan),
that Taiwan government should not be allowed to set up
any official presence in Hong Kong, and that no
obstacles would be placed in the way of China's
maximizing its profit from the Hong Kong economy.
6. for craae surplus, Unina nas since i u earnea a
grand total of some US$23.8 billion from Hong Kong.
(Jao, 1983, p.17) Non-trade earnings include remittances
and other unrequited transfers, expenditures in travel
and tourism and investment profits. In 1980, the first
two items amounted to about one-fourth of China's total
current foreign exchange earnings. (ibid., p.58) The
last two items have made significant contributions to
the open-door policy of which the success depends on
foreign investments and financial provisions.
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7. The Sino-British negotiations lasted for about
two years. The issue of 1997 was thrown into the front
stage when the British Prime Minister, Mrs. Margaret
Thatcher made her first official visit to Beijing in
September, 1982 to open the first round of future talks.
During the initial contact, China and Britain were split
on the legality of the treatises.
Britain insisted on the legality of the treatises
and sought for a continued rule of Hong Kong on the
ground of moral responsibility to Hong Kong people. On
the contrary, China emphasized her unquestionable
sovereignty. China vetoed any continued presence of
Britain in any form.
The second round of talks began in July 1983 after
Britain gave up its insistence on the legality of the
treatises to its recognition of the sovereignty of
China. Britain's retreat from the initial position was
evident in subsequent negotiations. Its reformulated
proposal for continued British administration in
exchange for the return to China of Hong Kong's
sovereignty was again refuted. Finally, Britain could
only seek to arrange a linkage with post-1997 Hong Kong
particularly through initiating changes in the political
system during the political transitional period. (Yu,
1984)
8. The Joint Declaration is formally termed as A
Draft Agreement between the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
People's Republic of China on the Future of Hong Kong.
It is composed of a Joint Decalration and three Annexes
with the same status for each part. The whole makes up a
formal international agreement, legally binding in all
its parts.
9. Details refer to Section 3.4.1.
10. The Basic Law Drafting Committee comprises 59
members of whom 36 are from China and the rest from
Hong Kong.
11. After more than two year's work, the Draft Basic
Law for Solicitation of Opinions was released for the
first time for a five-month public consultation
beginning from April 1988. Then the first draft was
amended on the basis of the collated opinions and it was
put forward and further modified at the eight Plenary
Session of the BLDC in January 1989. In February 1989,
the Standing Committee of the Seventh NPC examined and
resolved to publish the Basic Law (Draft) of the HKSAR.
At the same time, the Standing Committeeof NPC also
announced the commencement of the second round of
consultations in Hong Kong and China. After the revision
at the end of 1989, the draft will be submitted to the
NPC for examination, approval and promulgation. The NPC
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will enact the Basic Law in 1990. (Secretariat of the
Consultative Committee for the Basic Law of the Hong
Kong Special Adminstrative Region of the People's
Republic of China, 1989, pp.1-4)
12. In addition, China has upgraded its official
institution in Hong Kong, the local NCNA, to better cope
with the political tasks.
The 1997 jitters being an impetus to the
reunification of Hong Kong back to China, the importance
of Hong Kong has been given a new dimension. The
political status of the local NCNA has been elevated to
be equivalent to a province with the appointment of Xu
Jia-tun as the director. (Loong, 1985, pp.16-17)
In parallel with the increasing demands of
cooptation, the de facto official organ has been
restructured and localized under the reign of Xu Jia-
tun. It also set up branches in Kowloon, Hong Kong and
New Territories in 1985 to better build up contacts with
the local communities. (ibid., pp.17-32)
Two research groups were established in the local
NCNA to study local political development on a long
term basis. One is under the office of the director Xu
Jia-tun, while the other is under the research
department. The two groups are also responsible to
monitor the views in the mass media about the 1987 Green
Paper. Furthermore, some departments and district
offices of the local NCNA are seeking opinions within
their particular areas. (South China Morning Post, July
2, 1987
13. The Hong Kong and Macau Office under the State
Council is the official organ in Chinese government
responsible for matters concerning Hong Kong.
14. As early as 1983, the then Secretary for the City
and New Territories Administration, David Akers-Jones,
spelt out the possibilities of election in the
Legislative Council after the district board elections
in 1985. (Ming Pao, March 28, 1983)
At the turn of 1984, several unofficial
Legislative Councillors including Allen Lee have called
for a fully elected legislature before 1997. (South
China Morning Post, Feburary 4, 1984)
15. As soon as Britain lost the final battle for a
formal British administration in Hong Kong in return for
the recognition of sovereignty of China, the issue of
political reforms was put forward to the Sino-British
negotiations. It was reported that the seventh round of
the second phase negotiations had begun to delve into
the details of pre-1997 and post-1997 political reforms
so that Hong Kong would be linked with Britain
effectively and prepare for self-administration.
(Financial Daily, December 8, 1983)
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16. In the past, attempts of constitutional changes at
the central level' of Hong Kong government were aborted
or rejected mainly for the reason of possible objection
from China. From 1946 to 1952, three separate proposals
for the institution of representative government were
elaborated in Hong Kong and approved by the Colonial
Office. Unfortunately, all were aborted for the fear
that election might induce instability and
susceptibility to the influence of China and worse
still, it might even provoke an immature retrocession of
the territory by China. (Miners, 1985, p.9)
The first attempt was the Young's plan in 1946
which was regarded as the ramifications of the
independence of other British colonies in the post-war
period. Of significance in the plan was the
establishment of a municipal council and the conferral
of right to nominate unofficial Legislative councillors
to designated bodies. As an attempt to elaborate the
Young's plan in the direction of democratisation, the
other two proposals advocated focused changes toward a
more representative Legislative Council by elections.
(Cheung and Lo, 1984)
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4.1 BUREAUCRATIC PHASE STRUCTURES OF POLITICAL REFORMS--
DELIMITING POLICY AGENDA, DECISION AGENDA AND
POLICY ALTERNATIVES
Bureaucratic phase structures are events designated by
bureaucracies as significant to a problem or an issue to be
dealt with. (Fishman, 1982, p.225) The references of
bureaucratic phase structures are empirically a series of
plans and deliberations of political reforms by the decision
authorities. As the problem of political reforms is derived
from the transfer of sovereignty, both British and Chinese
authorities have their bureaucratic phase structures
substantiated through relevant bureaucracies within the
confines of the Joint Declaration.
The British-Hong Kong bureaucratic phase structures are
revealed in the green papers and white papers on political
development since 1984. The Chinese bureaucratic phase
structures are embedded in the process of drafting the
provisions of political system in the Basic Law. The
bureaucratic phase structures of political reforms will be
explicated in Section 4.2.
This section first examines the concepts and models of
agenda building applicable to delimit the bureaucratic phase
structures of political reforms in section 4.2.
4.1.1 AGENDA BUILDING IN BRIEF
Agenda building is rooted in group theory of politics
which emphasizes the interaction and mutual accommodation of
organized political interests, including the government
itself in its approach to policy making. (Cobb Elder,
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1972)
The making of policy agenda is in essence a competitive
political process in the definition of issues urging for
collective actions. The political process entails two stages
of definitions of issues vying for the dominant position.'
First, definitions are initiated by highly concerned
groups whose interests are directly involved. Definitions of
issues are embedded into the configuration of interest
organisations in the polity.' Trying to be competitive in
pursuit of interests, organisation is itself a mobilization
of bias in preparation for action.
Second, definitions are then expanded to prevail in the
wider public in an attempt to be dominant. Two stages are
common in the process of issue expansion. Redefinition
refers to elevation of an issue to the status of public
agenda by widening the scope of the conflicts to muster more
support and greater visibility. Displacement takes place
when a prevalent definition of an issue facilitating its
transformation into formal agenda is sidetracked by sudden
development of another issue that repolarizes existing
cleavage line.
An analysis of agenda building entails two components,
first, the participants and second, the competitive
process in which an issue attains the status of agenda. An
issue undergoes four stages in the competitive process,
namely, initiation, specification, expansion and entrance.
(Cobb, Ross Ross, 1976, p.127)
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Initiation is the origination of an issue. Specification
is the explication of definitions of an issue. Expansion is
the promotion or prevention of the awareness of definitions
of an issue. Entrance is the target destination of an issue.
(ibid.)
4.1.2 Public Policy Making In Hong Kong And Mobilization
Model Of Agenda Buildinq
Public policy making in Hong Kong is characterized by
its bureaucratic politics2. Without electoral system, the
administration, that is the Governor and the Civil Service,
predominates in the polity including the monopolization of
decision-making power.
There exists an extensive consultative network3. The
consultative bodies, due to the limited authority or
inadequate representative membership, serve mainly the
objectives to ensure an understanding and acceptance of
government policies by the public. They work to stamp the
mark of legitimacy and representativeness on government
policies. (Walden, 1980) Abeit with an extended
consultative network, public policy making in Hong Kong is
concentrated in the administration. Specifically, the role
of the administration in decision making could be decomposed
into five tasks:
i) to prepare policy proposals
ii) to publicize policy proposals and to consult
iii) to assess public opinion on policy proposals
iv) to make policy decisions and
v) to implement and evaluate policy actions.
(Haddoncave, 1982, p.3)
Regarding. the problem of political reforms, the issue
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automatically attained the status of policy agenda when the
government released the two Green Papers which contained the
policy proposals. Subsequent consultation periods were aimed
to publicize the policy proposals and to consult public
opinion. In other words, policy proposals were put across to
the public agenda. Then the authorities concerned went on to
assess public opinion. Finally, British-Hong Kong government
made policy decisions which were contained in the White
Papers.
Public policy making in Hong Kong basically follows
mobilization model of agenda building4. Mobilization model
considers issues which are initiated from within government
and consequently achieve policy agenda status almost
automatically. Successful implementation of these policies
often requires that they be placed on public agenda as well.
Issue expansion again is a prerequisite of generating public
support which is crucial to successful implementation.
(Cobb, Ross Ross, 1976)
However, the government publicized the issue and put it
on public agenda not only to ensure successful
implementation, but also to enhance legitimacy and
representativeness of its subsequent policy decisions.
Specifically, this study will focus on examining the
task of publicizing the policy proposals and to consult
public's opinion. In other words, it is the consultation
periods. Or in theorectical terms of agenda building, it is
the issue expansion stage which aims to promote or prevent
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the awareness of definitions of an issue.
4.1.3 Policy Proposals And Types Of Agenda
Agenda, by definition, is the state of an issue or a set
of issues crossing the interface of the private spheres and
the governmental spheres. An issue constitutes a conflict
between two or more identifiable groups over procedural and
substantive matters relating to the distribution of
positions or resources. (Cobb Elders, 1972, p.82)
Bureaucratic phase structures of political reforms refer
to the policy proposals delineated in the Green Papers which
contain agenda at different stages of definitions.
In the process of public policy making, agenda could be
distinguished into three types in which an issue or a set of
issues undergoes different stages of definitions. (Kingdon,
1984, p.4) The three types of agenda are policy agenda,
decision agenda and alternative specification.
First, policy agenda is composed of issues commanding
serious consideration from both government officials and
non-governmental sectors which are nevertheless closely
associated with government officials. Policy agenda is not
necessarily clearly defined. Therefore, the issues
considered in the policy agenda may be redefined over time.
Policy agenda may or may. not lead to active official
decisions on the issues.
Second, policy agenda warranting official decisions
becomes decision agenda. Decision agenda comprises the list
of subjects within the policy agenda proceeding with active
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official decisions. At such stage, decision agenda will
concurrently udergo alternative specification.
The third type of agenda, alternative specification
discriminates some among many alternatives related to an
issue or a set of issues for serious consideration. The
process of alternative specification evaluates the
feasibility of alternatives available to policy makers on a
given issue. (Manheim, 1987, p.506)
All three types of agenda could become public agenda if
they enter the public sphere. Public agenda is essentially
discussion agenda in which a whole lot of issues are agreed
upon as meriting public attention and as involving matters
within the legitimate jurisdiction of existing governmental
authority. (Anderson, 1985, p.46)
As this study examines the issue expansion stage in the
context of mobilization model, policy agenda and decision
agenda have already been set by the government. As a
consequence, the definition of the problem is directed to
alternatives specification. In other words, competitive
political interests will channel their effort to specify
which policy alternatives stated in the decision agenda are
comparatively favourable.
4.1.4 Participants In Agenda Building And In The Public
Debate of Political Reforms
In general, Cobb Elders (1972) distinguished two
categories of participants in agenda building.
The first category is initiators who are directly
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involved in the issue conflict.
The second category is publics who are not directly
involved but are potential supporters. It can further be
classified into four sub-categories.
Identification groups are members of non-involved
synthetic grouping. Identification groups share the same
interests with the initiators. Such group affiliations
prompt them to involve into issue conflicts most
immediately. They are the first to be mobilized to support
the position of initiators.
Secondly, attentive groups are members who are informed
about and interested in certain specific issues. They always
keep a close eye on those issues within the sphere of
attention. Consequently, they constitute the sectors which
are most likely to be early respondents once an issue
conflict falls in their sphere of attention. they are.
readily mobilized but their endorsement of an issue is
independent of the wish of the initiators.
Thirdly, attentive public consists of a minority of the
well educated and better informed in the population strata
who display general interest and strong views in public
issues. Due to their predispositions of an issue, they are
likely to be drawn into both sides of the controversy but
are the least persuasable.
Fourthly, general public constitutes the docile sector
of the population whose interests in most issues are short-
lived. Though they are rarely activated, their involvement
could be prompted when an issue is defined broadly enough.
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With respect to the public debate of political reforms,
official participants play the role of initiators who try to
publicize their specification of the policy proposals. The
official participants refer to British-Hong Kong government
officials and Chinese government officials.
Semi-officials, that is, members of the official
consultative bodies are the identification groups which are
mainly the supporters of the positions of their respective
governments. In the case of Hong Kong, officials and semi-
officials could be grouped together not only because they
are more or less congruent in their views, but also because
semi-officials are mostly appointed by their respective
governments.
Attentive groups in this case are the political groups
and experts who are specifically concerned with the problem
of political reforms.
4.2 SPECIFICATION OF POLITICAL REFORMS-- EXPLICATING
BUREAUCRATIC PHASE STRUCTURES
4.2.1 The 1984 Green Paper: The Zooming-in of Political
Reforms
The 1984 Green Paper was published two months before the
initialling of the Joint Declaration in September 1984.
Amidst the public's preoccupation with the 50 years beyond
1997, the 1984 Green Paper brought the public mind to focus
on the near future. As an obvious move toward
decolonization, the 1984 Green Paper proposed an
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unprecedented blueprint of changes from 1985 to 1991 at the
central level of Hong Kong government which is to be
restructured toward a representative government according to
the principle of continuity and public opinion.5
The policy agenda of the 1984 Green Paper comprised a
total of 11 issues in which five issues were put forward to
the decision agenda. The 11 issues are listed in the
following:
i) Selection of governor
ii) Roles and powers of governorship
iii) Governor's relationship with Executive Council
iv) Composition of Executive Council
v) Selection methods of Executive Council members
vi) Functions and powers of Executive Council
vii) Relationship between Executive and Legislative
Councils
viii) Composition of Legislative Council
ix) Selection methods of Legislative Council members
x) Functions and powers of Legislative Council
xi) Presidency of Legislative Council
Composition of Executive Council, Selection methods
of Executive Councillors, Composition of Legislative
Council, Selection methods of Legislative Councillors and
Presidency of Legislative Council were the issues on the
decision agenda.
The 1984 Green Paper spotlighted the Legislative Council
(Legco) as the nucleus of changes at the central level which
are to be completed in three phases:
i) beginning the change in the composition of Legco
from 1985 to 1991
ii) the hooking up of the Executive Council (Exco)
with Legco between 1988 and 19916
iii) finally in the long range the transfer of the
source of power to Exco and Legco which may be
empowered to select the governor before 1997.
The 1984 Green Paper only detailed the changes in phase
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one, briefly touched on the plans in phase two but just
hinted the possibility of moving ahead to phase three.
With reference to the proposed alternatives specified
for the composition of Legco and the selection methods of
Legco members, the 1984 Green Paper drew up a definite plan
which suggested indirect election be introduced into the
Legco in 1985 and the proportion of indirect elected members
be increased gradually in 1988 and 1991 respectively. The
specifics are:
i) by 1985, about 13 percent from functional
constituency and geographical electoral college
respectively, half from appointment by the
governor and one-fourth being officials
ii) by 1988, about one-fourth each from functional
constituency and geographical electoral college
respectively, about one-third by appointment and
one-fifth being officials
iii) by 1991, two alternatives are possible:
a. more than one-fourth each from functional
constituency and electoral college
respectively, less than one-fourth by
appointment and one-fifth being officials
b. two-fifths each from functional
constituency and electoral college
respectively, one-fifth being officials.
Table 4.1.1 summarizes the specification of proposed
alternatives in the composition of the Legislative Council
in the 1984 Green Paper. The public was engaged in
heated discussions during the two-month consultation period
between July and September 1984. Afterwards, the 1984 White
Paper laid down the policy decisions for 1985 concerning the
development of representative government in Hong Kong at the
central level.
The 1984 White Paper spelt out the revised plans for the
composition of Legco in 1985. The policy decision for 1985
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adopted some of the original proposals for 1988 in the green
paper.
TABLE 4.1.1
SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES SPECIFIED
IN THE COMPOSITION OF LEGCO IN THE 1984 GREEN PAPER
YEAR # #
1985 1988 1989 1991 1991
#COMPOSTITION\
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Legislative Council
Functional Constituencies 6 12 R 14 20
Electoral College 6 12 E 14 20
Appointment 23 16 V 12 0
Officials 13 10 I 10 10
E
Total 1048 50 W 50
# The composition is discussed in-terms of the number
of seats for categories of membership in the Legco.
## A review is to be conducted in the electoral
arrangements of Legco, the composition of Exco and the
governor as the president of Legco.
* There are two options listed for the composition of
the Legco in 1991.
Specifically, a total of 24 Legco seats8 will be opened
for indirect elections in September 1985. The new make-up of
Legco in 1985 will also comprise another 22 appointed
unofficial members and 10 officials.
In addition, a review will be conducted in 1987 to
assess the progress made in the development of
representative government in general and to consider the
introduction of direct election and specifically the
position of the Governor as the president of Legco. However,
no policy decisions are concluded with regard to Exco and
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the general position of the Governor. Neither is the time
for a review on these matters specified.
Ever since, a position of Deputy Chief Secretary was set
up under the Chief Secretary to take the charge of
constitutional and electoral affairs. The first incumbent
was Alan Scott who was seconded by John Chan in early 1987.
4.2.2 The 1987 Green Paper: Sidestepping The Development
Of Representative Government At The Central Level
The 1987 Green Paper was released in May 1987. Unlike
its predecessor three years ago, the 1987 Green Paper is
obscure in the goals of the changes. With elusive goals of
changes, the 1987 Green Paper emphasized public responses as
the parameter of decision9 in addition to the compatibility
with the Sino-British Joint Declaration and taking into
consideration of the Basic Law which is still being
drafted. 10
In contrast with the 1984 Green Paper which focused on
the change at the central level, the 1987 Green Paper
spanned the three-tier structure, namely, Legco, the two
municipal councils and the District Boards. Gone are the
plans of changes in the composition of Exco.
The 1987 Green Paper explicated 16 issues in its policy
agenda, which are specified as:
i) Composition of Legislative Council
ii) Selection methods of Legislative CouncillorE
iii) Presidency of Legislative Council
iv) Composition of Urban Council
v) Structure of Urban Council
vi) Functions and powers of Urban Council
vii) Linkage between Urbco and DBs
viii) Composition of Regional Council
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viii) Composition of Regional Council
ix) Structure of Regional Council
x) Functions and powers of Regional Council
xi) Linkage between Regco and DBs
xii) Need for two municipal councils
xiii) Three-tier structure
xiv) Composition of District Boards
xv) Roles and powers of District Boards
xvi) Practicalities of elections
Except for the seven issues: Functions and Powers of
Urban Council, Composition of Regional Council,
Structure of Regional Council, Functions and powers of
Regional Council, Linkage between Regional Council and
District Boards, Need for two municipal councils and
Three-tier structure, the other nine issues were specified
in the decision agenda.
But at the central level, the 1987 Green Paper only
delineated changes in the composition and the presidency of
Legco. Other than a review of the existing composition of
Legco, the consultative document proposed additional forms
of elections for 1988 and after. Direct election is
mentioned as both the option for 1988 and for future
political development. Moreover, a new grand electoral
college was included as an option for the longer term
development.
The 1987 Green Paper specified five options of the
composition of the legislature in 1988 and in the long
term. They are:
i) to make no change in the numbers and relative
proportions of official, appointed and electd
members
ii) to conclude that direct elections to the
Legislative Council are not desirable
iii) to conclude that, in principle, some element of
direct elections is desirable, but it should not
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be introduced in 1988
iv) if changes are desired in 1988, to choose one or
more of the following options:
a. to increase slightly the number of official
members
b. to reduce the number of appointed members
c. to increase the number of members elected by
the functional constituency
d. to increase the number of members elected by
the electoral college
e. to introduce a directly elected element in
addition to the existing systems of election,
by means of either territory-wide or
constituency-based elections
f. to replace the system of indirect elections
from the electoral college of geograpical
constituencies by a system of direct election
v) election by a new, broadly-based electoral
college.
All these options could be simplified into three
alternatives of the composition of Legco and five
alternatives of methods of selections.
On the composition of Legco, the alternatives are:
i) Appointment, functional constituency and
geographical electoral college
ii) Appointment, functional constituency and direct
election.
iii) Appointment, functional constituency, geographical
electoral college and direct election.
On methods of selections, there are five alternatives:
i) Appointment
ii) Functional constituency
iii) Geographical electoral college
iv) Widely-representative electoral college
v) Direct election
In concert with the government's emphasis on the role of
public opinion in making decisions, the establishment of the
Survey Office specifically for collating public responses to
the 1987 Green Paper was announced two months before its
publication. The Commissioner of the Survey Office was
responsible to the Governor. In addition to processing
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incoming submissions from the public during the four-month
consultation period, the Survey office commissioned two
public opinion polls on the 1987 Green Paper. A report of
the Survey Office was submitted to the Governor in October
1987.
The government published the White Paper: The
Development of Representative Government: The Way Forward
(The 1988 White Paper) in February 1988. Regarding the
policy decisions of the composition of Legco for 1988, the
1988 White Paper refuted the introduction of new methods of
selection but concluded with slight changes in the size of
several categories of unofficial member: a reduction of the
number of appointed unofficials by two to 20 and the
expansion of two functional constituencies to increase the
unofficials from this category to 14. The number of
officials and unofficial members from geographical electoral
college remained unchanges. However, the policy decision to
introduce 10 directly elected seats on the basis of
geographical constituencies to replace the present
geographical electoral college was announced.
Concerning the other issues on the decision agenda, the
1988 White Paper approved major changes only in the
relationship between the Urban Council and the District
Boards and some aspects of electoral arrangements.
4.2.3 Convergence With The Basic Law: The Telescoping
Of Political Reforms
British and Hong Kong governments, yielded to the
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imperative of maintaining the sovereignty of China,
acknowledged that further development in representative
government of Hong Kong in 1988 or beyond had to be
converged with the Basic Law. However, according to the
timetable of BLDC11, the Basic Law will be enacted by NPC in
early 1990. Even the first draft of the Basic Law for public
discussion will not be available in April 1988, that is,
almost a year later than the publication of the 1987 Green
Paper. In other words, convergence with the Basic Law would
have a telescoping effect on the political development.
Incremental changes are likely but not basic changes
involving the controversial issue of introducing the element
of direct election into the legislature unless the Basic Law
specifies. However, the Basic Law drafters were also split
on the composition of the legislature of HKSAR by the time
when the 1987 Green Paper was published.
The first plenary session of the BLDC was held in
Beijing in July, 1985 immediately after its establishment.
It was followed by four other plenary sessions by September,
1987 when the consultation period of the 1987 Green Paper
concluded. In brief, the first two sessions laid down the
groundwork for the drafting while the later sessions dealt
with the substance of the Basic Law by areas. The second
plenary session specifically approved the establishment of
five sub-groups12 responsible for the drafting of the
provisions for topical areas which form the main frame and
substances of the Basic Law. The third plenary session went
further to explicate a tentative timetable for subsequent
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plenary sessions to discuss the five topical areas. Of
particular relevance to this study is the topic on the
government structure of HKSAR. Preliminary discussion of the
topic was orignianlly scheduled in the fourth plenary
session but was delayed to the fifth plenary session in
August 1987 due to the lengthened discussion of the
preamble. Further discussion of the topic was scheduled in
the sixth plenary session.13
Chapter four of The Structure of the Basic Law draft
specified the key areas of the government structure for
HKSAR14. The details were discussed in the subsequent
meetings of the sub-group on the. SAR government structure
(political sub-group)15.
Most details of the government structure of HKSAR would
not be covered in this section because this study considers
the political changes at the central level in specific. For
the sake of comparison, the focus is scaled on the
composition and methods of selection of the legislature.
Indeed, the crux of the controversy is the composition of
the legislature. The sub-group work report to the third
plenary session listed six options on the contentious issue
of the composition of the legislature. Though not yet
finalised, the six options give clues to what would be
included or excluded in the Basic Law. They are:
i) denial of direct election but approval of indirect
election
ii) half of the Legco members from functional
constituency, one-fourth from a widely-
representative electoral college and
one-fourth from direct election with restricted
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nomination
iii) direct election only
iv) equally shared between functional constituency
and direct election
v) half from direct election, one-fourth from
functional constituency and one-fourth from
electoral college of district and regional
administration (geographical electoral college)
vi) whether to specify the proportion of directly
elected elements versus indirectly elected
elements.
In an attempt to solve the divergence, drafters were
asked to show hands on the composition of the legislature in
the 13th sub-group meeting. Consequently, the meeting
reduced the six options into three on the basis of the
weight accorded by favourable votes of the drafters. The
three options are:
i) half from functional constituency, one-fourth from
a widely-representative electoral college and a
maximum of one-fourth from direct election
ii) a minimum of half from direct election, one-fourth
from functional constituency and a maximum of one-
fourth from a widely-representative electoral
college
iii) two-fifth from functional constituency, one-third
from a widely-representative electoral college and
one-third from advisory authority (similar to
appointment).
Therefore, the Chinese specification of alternatives of
the composition of the legislature are:
i) Direct election
ii) Functional constituency, direct election
iii) Functional constituency, a widely-representative
electoral college, direct election
iv) Functional constituency, a widely-representative
electoral college, advisory authority
v) Functional constituency, geographical electoral
college, direct election
Compared with the two green papers on the methods of
selection of Legislature, all alternatives in the Basic Law
but one are identical. The new alternative, advisory
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authority, is added in the Basic Law.
4.3 ISSUE EXPANSION OF POLITICAL REFORMS-- MOBILIZING BIAS
BY POLITICAL GROUPS
It is imperative that Hong Kong be returned to China in
1997 and be conferred the status of a special administrative
region under the sovereignty of China. Hong Kong is thus
unique in its decolonization without independence. Still, in
preparation for the termination of colonial rule, Hong Kong
government is faced with the inevitabilities to transfer
partial political power to local people. The 1984 Green
Paper is such an attempt to cope with the formidable tasks
to implement two-pronged approach to reform programme. The
reform programme not only secures the•existing political
system, but also channels the rising demand for political
participation with a sense of urgency. The Joint Declaration
stipulated an elected political framework for the HKSAR. The
HKSAR government will comprise an elected legislature and
the chief executive will be selected either through
consultation or by election.
Coupled with China's assurance of high degree of
autonomy of the HKSAR, the publication of the White Paper
on the Further Development of Representative Government in
Hong Kong (The 1984 White Paper) was greeted as a positive
sign for democratic self-administration by democratic
activists. Democratic activists were eager to organise
political groups to advocate grassroot participation in the
political reforms. On the other hand, changes in the
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political environment spurred the politicization of the
establishment sector which tries to preserve the major
features of the present political system to ensure economic
prosperity and political stability. (Leung, 1986)
4.3.1 Democratic Activists-- Redefining Political
Reforms With The Principle Of Grassroot
Participation
Democratic activists attempted to translate the formula
of self-administration into a democratic political
framework. Emphasis is laid on the change toward an elected
government as a safeguard for the capitalist system to
achieve high degree of autonomy in the future HKSAR. Early
introduction of direct election is one of their basic
tenets. Specifically, they called for the introduction of
direct election in Legco in 1988.
A democratic political framework, postulated by
democratic activists, is crystalised in the political
positions of the Group of 190.16 The Group of 190 favours
universal franchise for the election of HKSAR's chief
executive, now being the Governor. Besides, the legislature
should be composed of half of its members from direct
election, one fourth from functional constituency and
District Boards respectively by 1997. (South China Morning
Post, April 21, 1987)
Democratic activists constitute mainly a diversity of
middle-class groups together with some pressure groups
(Student Unions of CUHK HKU, 1985, pp.61-68).17 However
vocal in the mass media, their organizational base is very
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thin even among the middle class. (Leung, 1986) In the
debate of political reforms, they employ pressure tactics
such as signatories and mass rally. After the publication
of the 1984 White Paper, the political scene saw democratic
activists' reorientation and consolidation to strengthen
their muscles in political participation.18
The designation of electoral college for the seats in
Legco elevated the political status of District Boards and
the two municipal councils. The 1985 District Board
elections and the 1986 municipal council elections were
greeted with enthusiasm by the pressure groups and some
political opinion groups as a testing ground of their
political strength.
The Meeting Point19 took the lead to reorient into a
political action group in 1984. It built up grassroot
contacts through organising talks and conducting research in
communities as well as cooperating with other community
organisations on the basis of issues. (Cheung, 1984) A
recruitment campaign was launched in the mass media in 1985.
(Hong Kong Economic Journal, January 9, 1985) In an attempt
to localize its influence, the Meeting Point has established
seven brance offices over the territory by the end of 1986.
The branch offices are located in Tuen Mun (Western New
Territories), Northern District (Eastern New Territories),
Eastern District (Hong Kong Island), Sham Shui Po (Kowloon
West), Kwun Tong (Kowloon East) and Yau Ma Tei (Kowloon
South). Most of these branch offices are attached to the
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offices of group members elected to District Boards and two
municipal councils. (Hongkong Standard, November 23, 1986)
The Hong Kong Affairs Society20 declared to be a
political action group in 1985. It set up an office in Wan
Chai and employed a secretary to handle the internal
administration and the external coordination with other
political bodies. (Hong Kong Economic Journal, March 21,
1985) By 1987, the membership has increased to 100 among
which 20 are District Board members or Urban Councillors.
The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's
Livelihood, established in 1987, is the coalition of 11
political opinion groups and district based organisations
which pool their political capital' in future political
participation. 21 There were 110 core members in 1987, of
which 15 were District Board members, two were Urban
Councillors and three Basic Law Consultative Committee
members. (South China Morning Post, September 3, 1987) It
aims to inspire interests in political process and reforms,
to realize all the points raised in the Joint Declaration
and to contest for office in District Boards and two
municipal councils. It is characterised by its strong ties
at the district level and its discipline in support of
members contesting for office. (Hong Kong Economic Journal,
October 8, 1986 South China Morning Post, April 7, 1986)
Furthermore, an unprecedented united front on democratic
government was also formed in 1987. Joint committee on the
Promotion of Democratic Government (JCPDG) is an umbrella
group of 83 bodies including religious, professional,
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student, educational and grassroot organisations. It set its
objectives as to monitor a consensus among Hong Kong people
in support of direct election for the post-1997 government
before the BLDC comes to any conclusion. With a membership
of more than 130 organisations, JCPDG supports the political
positions signed by 190 individuals. Imminent tasks
included:
i) to stimulate debate immediately after the 1987
Green Paper was published and
ii) to publish a book of political caricatures as part
of its civic education campaign or to produce
pamphlets on its long-term political model for
Hong Kong.
4.3.2 Establishment Sector: Displacing Grassroot
Participation With The Imperatives Of Prosperity And
Stability
Suspicion of grassroot politics and fear of free-lunch
welfare prevailed in the establishment sector. The vigor of
democratic activists was unprecedent in advocating direct
election during the two-month consultation period of the
1984 Green Paper and in contesting seats in the 1985
District Board *elections. In light of these changes in the
political environment, the establishment sector came out of
the shadow and jumped the political bandwagon to form
political groups. In stark contrast with democratic
activists, the prime objective is not to pormote democracy
but to preserve the status quo which stresses economic
porsperity and political stability.
The Progressive Hong Kong Society heralded the
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politicization of the establishment sector. Led by an
Executive and Legislative Councillor, Maria Tam, the society
was established in 1985. It won extensive support across
different sectors in the society.22 The society attempted to
build an image of a political group by allowing meetings of
its seven sub-committees to go public. In addition, it
organises talks and strengthens the dialogue with other
political groups. (Oriental Daily, April 21, 1986)
In August 1986, the Business and Professional Group of
Members of the Basic Law Consultative Committee (BPG)
published a series of proposals for the post-1997 political
framework. The key promoters of BPG included Vincent Lo,
Philip Kwok, Lee Jung-kong and Veronica Cha who are members
of the Progressive Hong Kong Society. Two Basic Law
drafters, Maria Tam and Cha- Chi-ming put forward the
proposals of the BPG in the political sub-group meeting in
the same month. At its conception, there were 57 members in
BPG. Its membership later increased to 71 in Spring 1987 and
further grew to 87 in 1988. BPG has since become the leading
conservative voice in the political debates.23
BPG aims to influence the drafting of the Basic Law and
the current political reforms. On the principle of minimum
changes in the political system for a smooth political
transition, BPG proposed a .600-member electoral college for
the election of HKSAR's chief executive. The legislature
should constitute half members from functional constituency,
one-fourth from the electoral college and one fourth from
direct election with restricted nomination of candidates.
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(South China Morning Post, March 8, 1987)
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 4
1. Dominance is related to visibility and the
capacity to blot out other issues. (Schattschneider,
1960)
2. For detailed description, refer to Section 3.2.1.
3. Consultation is practised in the process of public
policy making. In brief, there exist two levels of
consultation. (Haddoncave, 1982, p.6) In addition to the
two municipal councils, the lower level is made up of
both subject-riented advisory committees and
geographically based advisiory committees which are
mainly District Boards. The upper level is composed of
the Executive Council and the Legislative Council.
Except for the municipal councils which are responsible
for environmental public health, recreation and
amenities and cultural services, the consultative bodies
are not enpowered with executive powers. Unofficial
members of most consultative bodies are all appointed by
Hong Kong government.
The system of government by consultation had its
constraints due to limited authority and
representativeness of the advisory bodies. As such, a
former Director of Home Affairs, John Walden (1980)
pointed out that a credibility gap existed between the
government and the public.
Furthermore, the unofficials of the Legislative
Council and the Executive Council, the appointees of the
Urban Council and the Unofficials of the advisory
committees lack the trust and support of the public
mainly because they are not elected by the public, but
are appointed by the government. Such appointments are
generally regarded to be an honour bestowed by the
government. (Cheng, 1982, p.3)
4. In fact, there are three theoretical models
depicting the flow of an issue across different agenda
status necessary for policy outcomes. (Cobb, Ross
Ross, 1976) The other two models are:
First, Outside Initiative Model refers to the
process through which issues in non-governmental groups
are expanded sufficiently to reach, first, the public
agenda, and finally the policy agenda. Issue expansion
is a prerequisite of expanding the scope of issue
conflict which will enhance the likelihood of entry into
policy agenda.
Second, Inside Access Model describes issues
which arise within the government sphere and whose
supporters do not try to expand them to the mass public.
Instead these supporters base their hopes of success on
their own ability to apply sufficient pressure to assure
policy agenda status, a favorable decision and
successful implementation. In this model, initiating
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groups often specifically wish to prevent an issue from
expanding to the mass public they do not want it on
public agenda. In other words, initiators attempt to
limit the scope of issue conflict to block it form the
public agenda.
5. The 1984 Green Paper states the goals of the
cahnges as:
i) to develop progressively a system of government
the authority for which is able to represent
authoritatively the views of the people of Hong
Kong, and which is more directly accountable to
the people of Hong Kong
ii) to build this system on our existing
institutions, which have served Hong Kong well,
and, as far as possible, to preserve their best
features, including the maintenance of the well
iii) stablished practice of government by consensus
iiito allow for further development if that should
be the wish of the community. (p.4)
6. The hooking up of Exco and Legco refers to the
plan to replace a majority of the appointed unofficial
members of Exco by members elected among unofficial
Legislative Councillors.
7. 24 of the 56 Legco members were elected by
indirect elections in 1985. Indirect elections consist
of functional constituency specified by occupation and
an electoral college formed by members of the Urban
Council, Regional Council and District Boards.
8. To quote from the 1987 Green Paper, it is stated
as:
The Green Paper does not recommend any one option
in preference to another. It does, however, set out
briefly the. arguments for and against different options.
The objective is to encourage the widest possible public
response. (D-5)
10. Furthermore, the input from the progress of the
drafting of the Basic Law is weighed in the goals of
changes.
The Basic Law, which is in the process of being
drafted, may also specify the method or methods of
election which will be used for the constitution of the
legislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region after 1997...... Suggestions (of the composition
of Legco and the selection methods of Legco members)
have been made, in the context both of the development
of representative government and of the drafting of the
Basic Law, that new forms of election to the legislature
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should be considered in addition to, or as a further
development of, the existing functional constituency and
electoral college systems. (.26)
11. The first plenary session set down a rough
timetable for drafting the Basic Law. It was detailed in
the second and third plenary sessions in 1986. According
to the timetable, the BLDC concentrates on collecting
the opinions of Hong Kong people in the second half of
1985. The structure of the Basic Law is settled in the
second plenary session in the Spring of 1986. It takes
about two years to draft and discuss the different
provisions. Then it is followed by the publication of
the discussion paper of the first draft of the Basic Law
for consultation in April 1988 (In fact, the first draft
was published in May 1988) and subsequent amendments.
After the standing committee of the NPC approves the
amended draft of the Basic Law by the end of 1988, (The
amended draft was actually discussed in the plenary
session in January, 1989 and will be approved in march,
1989) it is open to consultation again for the second
time. In the second half of 1989, the final draft of the
Basic Law is expected to be completed. Then the final
draft is submitted to the NPC for approval by early
1990.
12. The five sub-groups deal respectively with the
relationship between the central government and HKSAR
the government structure of HKSAR economic affairs
basic rights and obligations of HKSAR inhabitants and
education, culture, scientific and religious affairs.
The five sub-groups carried out fact-finding and
consultation before the third plenary session. They
submitted a report on their work to the third plenary
session.
13. See Wen Wei Pao [ed.] (1988) Reference Information
for the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China
(Draft for Solicitation of Opinion) pp.41-45.
14. The BLDC published a document, The Structure of
the Basic Law Draft after the second plenary session of
the BLDC in April 1986.
Chapter four of The Structure of the Basic Law
Draft specified the key areas of the arrangements for
the SAR government structure. They comprise:
- -I. THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
i) the selection, appointment and dismissal of the
chief executive
ii) the term of office of the chief executive
iii) the powers and duties of the chief executive
II. THE EXECUTIVE AUTHORITIES--
i) the composition of the executive authorities,
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the selection, appointment and dismissal of
members of the executive authorities
ii) the term of office of the principal government
officials of the executive authorities
iii) the powers and duties of the executive
authorities
iv) the relationship between the executive
authorities and the legislature
III. THE LEGISLATURE--
i) the composition of the legislature and the
selection of the legislators
ii) the term of office of the legislators
iii) the powers and duties of the legislature
iv) the convening of meetings and the process of
legislation
v) the powers and duties of the legislators
IV. THE JUDICIARY--
i) the judicial system
ii) the powers and duties of the judiciary
iii) the appointment and dismissal of judges and
others in the judiciary
iv) the independence of trial
v) the jury system
vi) the principles of defence
vii) the criminal prosecution
viii) the judicial link with provinces, autonomous
regions, municipal cities
ix) the judicial cooperation
V. THE DISTRICT AND REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION--
i) the powers and duties and the constituion of
the district and regional administration
VI. THE CIVIL SERVANTS.
In addition, Chapter ten and the Annex of the
Basic Law Draft comprise:
I. THE FORMATION OF THE FIRST SAR GOVERNMENT
II. THE CONTINUED VALIDITY OF THE PRESENT LAWS AND
DOCUMENTS
III. THE VALIDITY OF THE BASIC LAW.
15. See Secretariat of the Consultative Committee for
the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of the People's Republic of China (1989)
Reference Paper for the Basic Law of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic
of China (Draft) pp.89-101.
16. In response to the Business and Professional Group
of the BLCC, 19 liberal members in BLCC offered an
alternative proposal and coalited with democratic
activists to form a group of 190 in November 1986.
With a skimpy budged of HK$ 80,000, the coalition
is a pool of about 400 associations among which
considerable tensions exist as they have different and
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sometimes clashing concepts of democracy. The coalition
could be divided into three categories:
i) the political astute intellectuals as
represented by the Hong Kong Observers, Meeting
Point and the Association for Democracy
ii) the neighbourhood and religious fraternities
such as the People's Council on Public Housing
Policy, Catholic Young Workers Confederation
and Tsing Yi Concern Group who are more keen on
welfare and action than political ideas and
iii) the less committed liberal associations which,
while disliking the electoral college proposal,
are not sure what agenda is best for Hong Kong.
Ideally, they are interested in good
government. (South China Morning Post, April
21, 1987)
17. Democratic activists were also the first
supporters of China's regain of sovereignty over Hong
Kong early in the Sino-British negotiations.
The. New Hong Kong Society, established in 1982,
was the first 97 society which conducted the first
opinion poll on self-administration and submitted the
first proposal of the future issue to the Chinese
authority. (Szema, 1984, p.6)
18. However, some political opinion groups did not
undertake transformation and kept a low profile in the
political scene, eg. the Hong Kong Belongers'
Association. It has chosen to keep the role of a
political opinion group. Suspicious of pressure group
tactics, the association prefers the promotion of
dialogue with China. It claimed to be generally
identified with the estalishment which is fundamentally
different from other democratic activists. (South China
Mnrn i nci Pnct_ C)r'tnhPr 17- 19R7)
19. When founded in January 1983, the Meeting Point of
30 members made a package of recommendations on the
proposed political framework of Hong Kong people
administering Hong Kong. At its first anniversary,
the director of local NCNA, Mr Xu Jia-tun made his debut
on the occasion of a political group. (South China
Morning Post, July 4, 1987) Its membership increased to
300 in 1987. (Oriental Daily, August 17, 1987)
20. The Hong Kong Affairs Society, established in
March 1984, made its presence felt by the organisation
of several large-scale seminars on the political
development of Hong Kong. The society was composed of
about 50 members from the professional and academic
circles. (Hong Kong Economic Journal Daily, March 21,
1985)
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21. In fact, it took more than two years to resolve
the inherent diversity of the 11 groups. As early as in
1984 after the mass rally of 89 groups advocating direct
elections in 1988, representatives of four political
opinion groups have discussed the feasibility of a
coalition. The embryonic coalition began to work on a
draft constitution and policy outline in June 1985. It
was completed in April 1986 and formally established in
October 1986. (Wah Kiu Yat Pao, October 27, 1986 South
China Morning Post, April 7, 1986)
The prime movers who label themselves as Hong
Kong Chinese patriots were veteran social activists, Dr.
L.K. Ding and young turks, Fung Kin-kei, and Cheung Ka-
mun. It includes the New Hong Kong Society, the
Septentrio Academy, the Association for Democracy and
Justice, the People's Council of Public Housing Policy.
(Oriental Daily, August 17, 1987 Hong Kong Economic
Journal, July 9, 1985)
22. The list of supporters of Progressive Hong Kong
Society includes:
i) wealthy and established Chinese families in
Hong Kong, eg. Philip Kwok and Lester Kwok of
the Kwok's family, Kenneth Fung Hing-chiang of
the Fung's family and W.H. Lee of the Lee's
family
ii) trade unionists from the Federation of Civil
Service Unions, eg. its chairman, Wong Wai-
hung, its vice chairman, Leung Chau-ting and
its secretary, Mong Wai-ming
iii) grassroot organisations, eg. Lam Chak-piu from
the Society of Community Organisation, most
members of the newly formed Association for
Democracy and Justice, Po Ping-wing, a
community organiser on public housing sector
iv) councillors of the three-tier structures
includes six Legislative Councillors, one
Executive Councillor, seven Urban Councillors,
50 District Board members and the chairman of
the Regional Council
v) Others, eg. three Heung Yee Kuk members, one
Basic Law drafter and 15 Basic Law Consultative
Committee members. (South China Morning Post,
March 27, 1985 Hong Kong Economic Journal,
April 23, 1985 ibid., April 17, 1985 Hong
Kong Daily, April 11 1985 Wah Kiu Yat Po,
March 15, 1986)
23. Unlike democratic activists, the group is
resourceful. The group has pooled a fund of HK$ 285,000
for a research project to study local politics and
provide information for the group to consider. (Hongkong
Standard, September 10, 1986) Furthermore, it hired two
public relations firms, the Burson Marstella and the
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Barry Choi and Associates to monitor responses of the
public and the press as well as to advise the group on
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5.1 DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES
5.1.1 Independent Variable
Power structure treated as the independent variable.
Conceptually, power structure denotes the pattern of control
over the government. (Dahl, 1968, p.42)
Operationally, power structure is assigned with two
categories represented by the year of publication of the
green papers of political reforms. The 1984 Green Paper was
published in the context of Hong Kong being a power
structure of single power centre. British-Hong Kong
government is referred to as the single power-centre. On the
other hand, the 1987 Green Paper was published in the
context of Hong Kong changing to a power structure of dual
power centres. The dual power centres is composed of Chinese
government as a veto group in parallel with British-Hong
Kong government.
5.1.2 Dependent Variables
Dependent variables are composed of news net, news phase
structure and system input role of news.
i) News net is conceptually defined as the locus of
centralized news sources in the social distribution of
knowledge. (Tuchman, 1978) The centralized news sources are
primarily located in a bureaucratic setting which reproduces
the power structure of the society. (Fishman, 1980)
News net is operationalized into three indicators of
the sources of information in news stories. (Appendix I)
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First, news channel is the path through which information
reaches the journalists. It is classified into routine,
quasi-routine and enterprise channels. (ibid.) For stories
with multiple channels, only the major channel is coded. The
major channel is the setting by which the first newsmaker in
the story provides information. The first newsmaker
mentioned in the story is defined as principal newsmaker
because news stories are structured according to the format
of inverted pyramid. The first is usually the more
important.
Second, access structure is the news visibility (in
terms of frequency of mentions) of four types of principal
newsmaker in a story. The four categories of newsmakers of
different social status are officials and semi-officials,
pressure groups, experts, amorphous public and mixed.
Third, institution access is the news visibility of the
principal newsmaker in a story who are of the official and
semi-official category but with their status conferred by
different sources of power, namely, British-Hong Kong
government and Chinese government.
ii) News phase structure is conceptually defined as the
locus of new and significant events embedded into
bureaucratic phase structures. (Fishman, 1980)
News phase structure is operationalized into two
indicators of the news visibility of bureaucratic phase
structures. Bureaucratic phase structures are
operationalized into policy agenda and policy alternatives
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in the decision agenda which are detailed in Chapter 4.
(Appendix II) Policy agenda are the issues put forward in
the two Green Papers. Composition of Legco and Presidency
of Legco are the two common policy issues on the decision
agendas of the two green papers. Policy alternatives are the
options for the two issues designated by the two power
centres and other parties concerned.
First, news agenda is defined as the news visibility
of issues in the policy agenda.
Second, alternative attribute is defined as the
alternatives specified by different parties regarding the
policy options for the two issues on decision agenda,
namely, the composition and the methods of selection of the
Legislative Council.
For an alternative specified by the principal
newsmaker, both the news visibility and valence are
recorded. By news visibility, it refers to the frequency of
mentions. By valence, it refers to the general sense of
favor, neutrality and disfavor associated with the
alternative. In addition, the same information is coded for
the time of change effected for the specified alternative.
iii) The system input role of news is conceptually
defined as a conduit for information which stimulates,
filters and structures inputs in the political system. (Cobb
Elder, 1981)
Operationally, the system input role is distinguished
into the input of demand versus the input of support.
(Appendix II) For input of demand, it counts the news
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visibility of disagreement with specification of
alternatives by governments on the decision agenda. For
input of support, it is the news visibility of agreement
with specification of alternatives by governments on the
decision agenda.
5.2 FORMULATION OF HYPOTHESES
News media and powerful institutions have formed an
integral unit in newsmaking. Bureaucratization of news
organisations is conducive to the maintenance of news
routines which set the stage of patterned interactions
between news sources and journalists so as to secure its
production of news.
As a spatial dimension of news rountines, news net is
the locus of centralised news source in the power structure
as well as in the social distribution of knowledge. News net
is manifested in news channel and access structure. News
channel is the path of information connecting news sources
with news media. Three types of news channels are used by
news media. Routine channels refer to established path of
information in government instituitons or news institutions.
Quasi-routine channels refer to irregularized path of
information with organised groups. Enterprise channels refer
to specific channels at the initiatives of reporters. Access
structure differentiates new sources on the basis of their
hierarchical positions in the power structure.
News phase structure makes up the temporal dimemsion of
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news routines. News phase structure focuses on bureaucratic
phase structures of power institutions to locate a stream of
new and significant events.
With a close tie with the power structure, the
constructed reality in the news reflects not only the
hierarchical aspects of power structures, but also the
relations between power centres. Support or a reflection of
consensus prevails in the news when there is lack of counter
definitions from power centres. However, demand or an
expression of disagreement will predominate the news with
the presence of counter definitions or challenges from power
centres. In this connection, news play an important system
input role in legitimation. News reproduces the dominant
perspectives of the power centres as well as the obscure
perspectives embedded in the dynamic relations between power
centres.
In this case study of press coverage of political
reforms, the relations between power structure and
newsmaking or between power structure and system input role
are framed in the context of issue expansion in mobilization
model of agenda building. Issue expansion in mobilization
model of agenda building refers to the governments' attempt
to promote or prevent definitions of political reforms to
enhance the legitimacy and representativeness of subsequent
policy decisions. A total of six hypotheses are formulated.
For the sake of clarity, the hypotheses are first discussed
in a power structure of single power centre in section
5.2.1 and then in a power structure of dual power centres in
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section 5.2.2. Statements of hypotheses are explicated in
section 5.3.
5.2.1 News Routines And System Input Role In A Power
Structure of Single Power Centre
Routine channels are established between government
sector and news institutions, which are the most important
sources of information. Next in importance are quasi-routine
channels which generate supply of information from a variety
of organised groups. Enterprise channels at the initiatives
of reporters are comparatively not so cost-effective and
therefore the least frequently used. (Hypothesis I)
And in correspondence with news net. is a hierarchy of
access in which the news visibility of newsmakers is
differentiated on the basis of.. power structure as well as
the social distribution of knowledge. In the case of Hong
Kong, officials and semi-offiicals are the most visible in
news coverage because they are solely responsible for
political affairs in the bureaucratic polity. Furthermore,
according to the mobilization model of agenda building,
officials are initiators who seek to expand the policy
proposals to the public agenda mainly through routine
channels to enhance legitimacy. As identification groups,
semi-officials, who are mostly appointed by the government,
usually speak in the public to endorse government proposals.
As such, the visibility of officials and semi-officials in
news coverage ranks the first in the hierarchy of access.
It is then followed by pressure groups and experts who
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play the role of attentive groups in the stage of issue
expansion. Pressure groups are ready to react to the issue
and articulate their views. With relevant and independent
knowledge, experts are usually quoted in news coverage.
Finally, the public only occupies the bottom of the
hierarchy of access because they are generally apathetic
toward politics. The public carries weight and gains access
to news coverage when its opinions are expressed in
collectivity. (Hypothesis II)
In terms of institution access, British-Hong Kong
government officials and semi-officials predominate because
it is the single power centre which advocates proposed
changes in the 1984 Green Paper. (Hypothesis III)
News agenda is generally shaped by the bureaucratic
phase structures, in this case, the decision agenda. Due to
the limitation of resources and the unique format of news
coverage, news agenda will not parrot all the issues on the
policy agenda. Policy agenda constitutes the bureaucratic
phase structures of political reforms in general which
outlines all issues worthy of consideration. On the other
hand, decision agenda specifies the issues in need of
immediate deliberations. The selectivity of news agenda thus
focuses on the decision agenda. Specifically, there are four
issues on the decision agenda of the 1984 Green Paper:
composition of Executive Council, selection methods of
Executive Councillors, composition of Legislative Council
and selection methods of Legislative Councillors. As a
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consequence, these four issues are the most visible in news
coverage in 1984 (Hypothesis IV)
For the specification of alternatives for selected
issues on the decision agenda, alternatives endorsed by
British-Hong Kong government are the most visible in news
coverage when it is the single power centre in the power
structure. By the time of the publication of the 1984 Green
Paper, the hidden Chinese sovereign has not yet surfaced
regarding the issue of political reforms. Besides, the
dominance of British-Hong Kong government remained
unchallenged by the emergence of political groups in view of
their weak power bases. However vocal' these political
groups, their voices are far from strong enough to counter
the alternatives endorsed by the British-Hong Kong
government. Semi-officials were comparatively monolithic in
their views of political reforms since most of them were
appointed by British-Hong Kong government. Therefore, the
alternatives endorsed by British-Hong Kong government become
the only parameter of relevance in news phase structure. So,
these endorsed alternatives predominate news visibility in
comparison with alternatives advocated by other parties.
(Hypothesis V)
As such, news coverage carries more neutral and
favourable views of these endorsed alternatives than
unfavourable views. The system input role of news is thus
primarily input of support. (Hypothesis VI)
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5.2.2 Change In News Routines And System Input Role In A
Power Structure Of Dual Power nPrtraQ
The 1987 Green Paper is published in a power structure
of dual power centres. The change in power structure is
characterised with the emergence of Chinese government as
the second power centre in the status of veto group.
Concomitant with the change in power structure are a strain
in the relationships between the two power centres and a
crisis of elite integration and legitimation.
The relationship between the two power centres is
strained in view of the weakened British sovereign vis-a-vis
the emergent Chinese sovereign. British-Hong Kong government,
the once single dominant power centre now weakens in its
supremacy after senior Chinese government'officials declared
forcefully China's legitimate intervention in matters
regarding transfer of sovereignty and her veto power of
political reforms in the political transition. The political
reforms during transitional period requires the endorsement
of Chinese government which is the future sovereign. Or
there may be disruptions if political reforms are not
convergent with the Basic Law.
In view of the emergence of Chinese government as a
second power centre, British-Hong Kong government has
changed its approach to political reforms. As for British-
Hong Kong government, it follows its non-purposive
adaptation approach in decision making1. (Wong, 1980) the
British-Hong Kong bureaucratic phase structure of the 1987
Green Paper tries to avoid uncertainty by being evasive on
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further changes.
Evidences could be found in the changes in the policy
agenda and the way the policy alternatives are specified.
Instead of going ahead with changes in the Executive
Council, it sidesteps into changes in the district
administration and municipal councils.
There are six issues on the decision agenda of the 1987
Green Paper: composition of Legislative Council, selection
methods of Legislative Councillors, Presidency of
Legislative Council, composition of Urban Council, linkage
between Urban Council and District Boards, and
practicalities of elections.
Unlike the 1984 Green Paper, specification of
alternatives in the decision agenda of the 1987 Green Paper
is not endorsed but open to negotiation. As such, British-
Hong Kong government officials adopt low profile and project
an objective pose. Furthermore, it appeals to public opinion
and commissions the Survey Office specifically for collation
of public responses. The Survey Office comes into the front
stage. The role of British-Hong Kong government as an
initiator is not very obvious.
Although British-Hong Kong government has acknowledged
the precept of convergence with Basic Law for any proposed
political reforms, Chinese government does not dispel her
suspicion of conspiracy in total. With the establishment of
the Basic Law Drafting Committee and the Basic Law
Consultative Committee, Chinese government exerts its
influence legitimately through these organisations. Under
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these circumstances, Chinese government becomes an initiator
who mobilizes support for her counter-definitions of
political reforms in the issue expansion stage. Chinese
semi-officials are the identification groups which are
readily mobilized to support the positions of China on
political reforms.
Besides, accorded with the change in the power structure
is the surfacing of the crisis of elite integration and
legitimation.
In the past, the colonial rule as an alien decision
authority has effectively coped with the crisis through the
politics of status groups and pressure groups2. (Lee, 1985)
With scheduled transfer of sovereignty ahead, the honour
system gradually loses its appeal to local elites. Also in
anticipation of self-administration, political forces are
unleashed to engage in the struggle for power. The void of
leadership vacuum is characterized by dissensus of local
elites in their orientations toward political changes during
the transitional period.
British-Hong Kong government in search for new bases of
legitimation once opted for the development of
representative government. The institution of indirect
elections into Legco stepped toward establishing
instituitional links between voters and the elected
representatives on the basis of functional constituency and
electoral college. Secondary power centres have since been
developed in selecting political leaders, expressing public
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opinion and articulating interests. In stark contrast with
British-Hong Kong government as the single dominant power
centre, the secondary power centre is composed of a
plurality of small autonomous groups. (Lee, 1986)
In other words, the change in power structure also
activates the attentive groups, including both pressure
groups and political groups.
Since news media not only reflect the power centres, but
also the power relationships, and in order to accommodate
these changes in power relationship, it is hypothesized that
newsmaking will change in the following aspects:
Routine channels will become less important than quasi-
routine channels in view of the crisis of elite integration
and legitimation. The weakening authority of British-Hong
Kong government and the breeding of a plurality of
autonomous groups lead to a decrease in the visibility of
routine channels in news against an increase in quasi-
routine channels. Still in light of the emergent Chinese
sovereign who is an initiator of counter-definition, routine
channels will not be dominant because Chinese government
officials and semi-officials are constrained with due
respect to the autonomy of British-Hong Kong government in
administration during the transitional period. As
investigative routines will be set in motion in view of the
divergent perspectives of political reforms, enterprise
channels may increase but by no means a significant change.
(Hypothesis I)
In terms of access structure in a power structure of
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dual power centres, government officials and semi-officials
will decrease in news visibility but pressure groups and
experts will increase in news visibility. The visibility of
the public will remain more or less the same. (Hypothesis
II)
Comparatively speaking, Chinese government officials and
semi-officials will predominate the institutional access in
a power structure of dual power centres because Chinese
government has the ultimate veto power of the political
reforms and British-Hong Kong government has acknowledged
the imperative of convergence with the Basic Law.
(Hypothesis III)
Since the decision agenda is changed'somehow in the 1987
Green Paper, the news agenda will change accordingly.
(Hypothesis IV) In the case of the 1987 Green Paper,
British-Hong Kong government is less committed in endorsing
alternatives in decision agenda which are open to
negotiation and public opinion. With the presence of the
crisis of elite integration and legitimation, other parties'
voices will predominate.
On the contrary, Chinese government is more assertive in
her positions of political reforms which emphasize stability
and prosperity. As such, Chinese government attribute of
alternatives will increase in news visibility. Furthermore,
in light of mutual accommodation of British-Hong Kong
government and Chinese government, consensus has been
reached on certain aspects such as the convergence with the
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Basic Law. Common attributes will appear in news.
(Hypothesis V)
Under a power structure of dual power centres, British-
Hong Kong government is less committed in endorsing
alternatives. Although Chinese government is more assertive
in her positions of political reforms, she is not conclusive
on specific issues such as the introduction of direct
election because the Basic Law draft has not yet been
finalised. As such, other parties take advantage of the
uncertainty to put forth their position in an attempt to
muster public support, thus strengthening their political
bargaining power. Other parties' voices predominate over
official positions. Therefore, the system input role of news
functions as input of demand. (Hypothesis VI)
5.3 STATEMENTS OF HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis I
News channel is associated with power structure. In
terms of news visibility, routine channels predominate,
followed by quasi-routine channels and enterprise channels.
As the power structure changes from single power centre to
dual power centres, routine channels will decrease but
quasi-routine channels will increase. No significant change
will be found in enterprise channels.
Hypothesis II
Access structure is associated with power structure. In
terms of news visibility, officials and semi-officials
predominate, followed by pressure groups, experts and the
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public. As the power structure changes from single power
centre to dual power centres, officials and semi-officials
will decrease in news visibility but pressure groups and
experts will increase in news visibility. No significant
change will be found in the news visibility of the public.
Hypothesis III
Institution access is associated with power structure.
Under a power structure of single power centre, British-Hong
Kong government officials and semi-officials dominate news
visibility. Under a power structure of dual power centres,
Chinese government officials and semi-officials dominate
news visibility
Hypothesis IV
News agenda is associated with power structure. News
agenda will mention issues on decision agenda but not those
issues just on policy agenda. Besides, as the power
structure changes from single power centre to dual power
centres, other issues will be added to the decision agenda
in the 1987 Green Paper while some issues-will be dropped
from the decision agenda in the 1987 Green Paper and some
issues will remain, news agenda will change accordingly.
Hypothesis V
Alternative attribute is associated with power
structure. British-Hong Kong government attributes
predominate in news visibility in power structure of single
power centre. However, other parties attributes predominate
in news visibility in a power structure of dual power
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centres. Furthermore, Chinese government attributes and
common attributes will increase in news visibility but
British-Hong Kong government attributes will decrease.
Hypothesis VI
System input role of news is associated with power
structure. Input of support predominates under a power
structure of single power centre, while input of demand
predominates under a power structure of dual power centres.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 5
1. Wong (1980) described the administrative and
policy change in Hong Kong as non-purposive adaptation
in which the collective decision mechanism operates on
one simple rule, that is, uncertainty avoidance and
continually define and redefine the problems they face
in the light of changing circumstances and their 'new'
past experiences. (p.55)
2. Lee (1985) referred status groups politics to be a
major mechanism of elite integration by administration
absorption of politics. The administrative bureaucracy,
as the only repository of legitimate political
authority, has built up a hierarchy of honour system by
means of appointment of local elites to different levels
of political organisations. Furthermore, it is also
reinforced by the conferral of honours from the British
sovereign. As such, the honour system on the basis of
individual merits serves as a rally point of political
identiication for the local elites.
Pressure groups are organised groups which are
aimed to influence government decisions without
themselves seeking to exercise the formal powers of
government (Miners, 1986, p.195) Primarily channeled
through an extensive network- of consultations, the
mediation of pressure groups is necessary to stamp a
mark of legitimacy to the government of an alien origin.
Popular consent is obtained by the pressure group
leaders who participate in policy formulation and
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6.1 DESIGN OF RESEARCH
This thesis conducted an ex post facto research on the
relationship between power structure and news routines and
system input role of news respectively.
Kerlinger (1975) defined ex post facto research as
systematic empirical inquiry in which the scientist does
not have direct control of independent variables because
their manifestations have already occurred or because they
are inherently not manipulable. Inferences about relations
among variables are made, without direct intervention, from
concomitant variation of independent and dependent
variables. (p.379)
.2 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
This thesis employed two different unobtrusive methods
of data collection. First, archival study was conducted to
gather evidences of the change in power structure and the
agenda of political reforms. Second, quantitative content
analysis explicated the pattern of press coverage about
political reforms.
6.2.1 Archival Study
Since the change in power structure has already
occurred, data of the change could only be tapped by
archival study. Such is also the case for the agenda of
political reforms. Archival study extracts information
pertaining to the research purposes from relevant
statistical archives and written records. (Kidder Judd,
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1986, p.300)
There are two sources of data in this study. The major
source of data is the archives in the Social Research Centre
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong on political reforms,
political groups, New China News Agency and Basic Law
Drafting Committee. The achives keep newspaper clippings,
magazine articles and research reports on the topics.
Authoritative writers' analyses of the Hong Kong political
system are occasionally referred to. Names such as N.J.
Miners, Joseph Cheng and Lau Siu-kai are included in the
list of bibliography. Altogether they provide information of
the change in power structure and the activities and
postulates of political groups.
Relevant government documents comprise the second major
source of data. For the policy agenda of political reforms,
primary sources are used so long as they are available.
This is particularly true for the bureaucratic phase
structure of British-Hong Kong government. The Sino-British
Joint Declaration, the two green papers on political reforms
and the 1984 White Paper constitute the major sources of
information. But for the Chinese- bureaucratic phase
structure, newspaper reports are the major sources of
information because the first draft of the Basic Law is not
available until May, 1988.
6.2.2 Quantitative Content Analysis
Quantitative content analysis is a method of studying
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and analyzing communications in a systematic, objective and
quantitative manner to measure variables. (Kerlinger, 1975,
p.525) It is used to gather data about the three dependent
variables:
i) News net is the locus of centralized news sources




c. institutional access (Appendix I)
News phase structure is the locus of new and
significant events embedded into bureaucratic
phase structures, of which the two indicators are:
a. news agenda
b. alternative attribute (Appendix II)
iii) System input role of news is defined as a conduit
for political information which stimulates,
filters and structures inputs in the political
system. (Appendix II)
The coder is the writer herself. However, intra-coder
reliability is not available for this study due to the
limitation of time. Inasmuch as this study engages in
mapping manifest information in news coverage according to a
straight forward coding scheme, reliability does not pose as
a serious problem.
The analytical procedure for making inferences about the
relationship between press coverages and power structure
follows the association model of message. The model relies
on statistical correlation as the basis of verifications.
(Krippendoff, 1969, p.75)
6.3 DESIGN OF SAMPLING
In the content analysis of press coverages of political
reforms, multi-stage sampling was adopted. First, newspapers
were selected, then, the issues and finally the contents.
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6.3.1 Selection Of Newspapers
Newspapers are selected according to the criterion of
the spectrum of political identification of newspapers in
Hongkong.
Four types of newspaper dailies are distinguished,
namely, ultra-leftist, centrist, rightist and ultra-rightist
by four indicators (Chan, 1987, pp.13-14):
i) Source of financial support and party linkage
ii) Place of registration
iii) Choice of the date for national day celebration
iv) Ways of addressing the Bejing regime and the
Taipei regime.
The ultra-leftist type is owned by the Chinese Communist
Party and registered in both Hong Kong and Mainland China.
It is critical of Hong Kong government. It celebrates
National Day on October 1. It addresses Taipei regime as
Taiwan Province, Taiwan authorities, or the Chiang
Clique but names Beijing regime as our country, our
government, the People's Republic of China and China.
The centrist type is privately owned. Advertising
revenue is the major source of financial support. Registered
in Hongkong, it identifies with neither parties and supports
Hong Kong government in orientation. It does not celebrate
either national day. It refers the Taipei regime to be
Taiwan, or the Nationalist government and the Beijing
regime to be Communist China, Mainland China or China.
The rightist type is the same as the centrist in terms
of ownership and orientation with Hong Kong government.
However, it registers in both Hong Kong and Taiwan. It is
moderately identified with the Taipei regime and celebrates
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the National Day on October 10. It addresses the Taipei
regime to be the Republic of China or China but call the
Beijing regime communist China or the Mainland.
Fourthly, the ultra-rightist type is controlled by the
Nationalist government. It shares with the rightist type the
same orientation toward Hong Kong government and chooses the
same date for national day celebration. It is distinguished
by its persistent anti-communist overture. It registers both
in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Unlike the centrist and rightist papers which focus on
local affairs, the ultra-rightist and ultra-leftist papers
have paid more attention to Taiwan and Mainland China
respectively.
In view of the similar orientation of the rightist and
centrist papers toward Hong Kong government and the same
emphasis on market, the political spectrum of the Hong Kong
press constitutes three distinctive strata, namely, pro-
Beijing, pro-Taipei and pro-Hong Kong government. The first
two are political newspapers with party linkage and party
financial support. The third stratum is composed of
heterogenous privately owned papers. On the basis of
audience segmentation, it could be distinguished into two
categories, the elite-orientation and the mass-orientation.
In this study, a typical newspaper is selected each from
the five designated categories. A typical newspaper is one
which exhibits most distinctive features of the group. As
for political orientation, this study picked the papers with
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the strongest identification with the three governments as
primarily indicated by its ownership. And for audience
orientation, it selected the papers with the highest
readership figures.
A total of five newspapers were included in this study.
Ta Kung Pao represents the pro-Beijing Ultra-leftist papers.
Hong Kong Times represents the pro-Taipei Ultra-rightist
papers. The South China Morning Post represents the pro-Hong
Kong government centrist papers. Ming Pao represents the
elite papers while Oriental Daily the popular press.
6.3.2 Sampling Of-Issues
Observations were directed to the consultation periods
of the two green papers when heated discussion took place.
The 1984 Green Paper was published on July 18, 1984. The
period for consultation lasted until September 18, 1984.
The 1987 Green Paper was published on May 23, 1987. The
period for public consultation was extended to the end of
September.
On the sampling of issues, the first and the last week
of the public consultation period were chosen. Then, seven
issues were randomly sampled from each month in between the
consultation periods. As a result, a total of 28 issues were
selected for the 1984 Green Paper whereas 42 issues for the
1987 Green Paper. The specific issues for observations are
listed in Table 6.3.1.
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TABLE 6.3.1
SAMPLE OF ISSUES OF NEWSPAPERS
TIME FRAME SPECIFIC ISSUES
19.7- 19.9.84
19.7- 25.7 whole week
26.7- 26.8 26.7 27.7 02.8 13.8
14.8 22.8 26.8
27.8- 12.9 27.8 29.8 30.8 01.9
07.9 09.9 11.9
13.9- 19.9 whole week
28.5- 01.10.87
28.5- 03.6 whole week
04.6- 03.7 06.6 08.6 17.6 21.6
23.6 26.6 02.7
04.7- 03.8 05.7 08.7 10.7 16.7
20.7 28.7 01.8
04.8- 03.9 05.8 10.8 11.8 23.8
28.8 29.8 03.9
04.9- 24.9 05.9 07.9 09.9 13.9
17.9 22.9 23.9
25.9- 01.10 whole week
6.3.3 Sampling Of Contents
This study analysed all news items related to the two
green papers appeared in the sampled issues of newspaper.
News items refer exclusively to hard news stories, news
features and news analyses. The unit of count is the number
of news items. In a news item, the headline, the lead and
the portion related to the principal newsmaker form the
context unit which is examined to locate relevant data.
6.4 DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE
A total of 996 news items were coded in the sampled time
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frame. About three-tenths of the total (or an average of 11
items per day) were identified during the two-month
consultation of 1984. In the four-month consultation of
1987, the average daily news items were amounted to 16. The
distribution of news items throughout the two consultation
periods differed. News items peaked at the first week of the
consultaion in 1984 and decreased gradually thereafter.
However, news items were found to be moderate in the first
week of 1987, followed by a gradual decrease but ended in a
spurt of growth in the final week. (Table 6.4.1)
TABLE 6.4.1












The total news items distributed rather evenly in the
five sampled newspapers, with Ta Kung Pao contributory to a
maximal 22 percent and Ming Pao a minimal 16 percent. The
distribution, however, varied between the two consultation
periods. In 1984, a maximal one-third of news items was
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printed by the South China Morning Post. Ta Kung Pao printed
the least news items, only a share of 16 percent. In
contrast, Ta Kung Pao contributed a maximal one-fourth of
the total number of news items in 1987. (Table 6.4.2)
TABLE 6.4.2




Ta Kung Pao 15.9 25.0 22.1
Hong Kong Times 17.5 20.8 19.8
South China Morning Post 27.6 19.0 21.7
Oriental Daily 20.5 20.6 20.6
Ming Pao 18.5 14.6 15.8
TOTAL 100 100 100
(308) (659) (967)
Almost all of the news items appeared in straight news
stories. Only a meagre five percent were classified as news
features or news analyses. News items related to the green
papers were most frequently placed into inconspicuous page
position. Less than one-fourth received the treatment of
front page stories or as the leading article of inside
pages.
About 53 percent of the news items referred generally to
the green papers while the others highlighted substantive
issues in the green papers. Regarding the green papers as
general references, the goals of change constituted one-
tenth of total news items, the tempo of change made up five
percent and the other 35 percent in terms of overall
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comments, the length of consultation periods, related
official proceedings, criticism of official proceedings, or
related pressure group actions. Accounting for four-tenths
of total news items, the selection method of Legislative
Councillors was the substantive issue that commanded the
most intensive news visibility. (Table 6.4.3)
Further analysis discarded 29 cases which did not deal
with the specification of alternatives for the two issues on
the decision regarding the changes in the Legislative
Council (Legco). The two issues are the composition,
selection methods. Consequently, the valid sample size is
reduced to 967.
An overwhelming majority or three-fourths of the valid
cases concerned only one newsmaker. Nearly all the news
items specified the identity of the newsmakers. Even in the
three percent without any identity specifications, the
newsmakers were identified in general categories such as
government officials, social activists and so on. Officials,
semi-officials and experts were most frequently identified
in terms of individual titles but semi-officials also in
terms of coalitions of individuals. Pressure groups were
most likely in terms of organisations or coalitions. (Table
6.4.4)
Furthermore, newsmakers differed distinctively in their
modes of behavior which they constituted news. Officials
stated government positions, explained government proposals
and revealed government proceedings. Semi-officials,
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pressure groups and experts aired opinion on the green
papers However, pressure groups were more likely to speak
for public opinion in terms of citing poll results while
experts tended to take a critical stance toward the green
papers. (Table 6.4.5)
On the other hand, one in five of the news items did not
specify the channel through which news was gathered. About
half came from quasi-routine channels and one-fourth from
rountine channels. Only five percent were attributed to
enterprise channels. Officials and semi-officials most often
gained visibility through routine channels while pressure
groups and experts mainly through quasi-routine channels. In
addition, enterprise channels constituted another major
access for experts. (Table 6.4.6)
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TABLE 6.4.3




Green papers as general reference
Goals of change 11.2




0.3Roles and powers of governorship
Governor's relationship with Executive Council
Composition of Executive Council
Selection methods of Executive Councillors 0.1
Functions and powers of Executive Council
Relationship between Exco and Legco 0.2
Composition of Legislative Council 0.6
Selection methods of Legislative Councillors 42.2
Functions and powers of Legislative Council 0.1
Presidency of Legislative Council 0.3
Composition of Urban Council
Structure of Urban Council
0.1Functions and powers of Urban Council
0.8Linkage between Urbco and DBs
Composition of Regional Council
Structure of Regional Council
Functions and powers of Regional Council
Linkage between Regco and DBs
Need for two municipal councils
0.5Three-tier structure
Composition of District Boards













specification 4.2 1.6 1.4 5.6 40.0 0.0
With identity specification
Individual
titles 74.7 66.7 25.3 73.2 30.0 0.0
Organisation 20.5 18.0 59.2 21.1 0.0 0.0
Coalitions
of individuals 0.0 12.4 0.5 0.0 10.0 36.8
Coalitions 0.0 1.3 13.4 0.0 0.0 63.2
Others 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 20.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9 100.0 100.0
(166) (71)(306) (10) (19)(395)
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TABLE 6.4.5
NEWSMAKERS AND THEIR MODES OF BEHAVIOUR
\IDENTITY Official Pressure Expert Public Mixed
Group
BEHAVIOR Semi-Official
Expressing 42.8 51.4 33.8 60.0 42.1
Opinions
Citing Polls 6.1 22.3 16.9 0.0 21.1
Result
Justification 17.4 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0
Criticism 4.4 11.9 28.2 0.0 0.0
Government 24.8 2.3 2.8 0.0 0.0
Proceedings
Group Actions 1.9 10.9 5.6 30.0 36.8
Others 2.5 1.3 9.9 10.0 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
( 71) ( 10) ( 19)(472) (395)
TABLE 6.4.6
NEWSMAKERS AND NEWS CHANNELS
Official Pressure Expert Public Mixed\IDENTITY
& Group
Semi-OfficialCHANNEL\




39.2 8.9 18.3 0.0 0.0Routine
72.2 33.8 50.0 73.736.4Quasi-
Routine
1.1 28.2 40.0 15.84.0Enterprise
100.0100.0100.0100.199.9TOTAL
( 19)( 10)( 71)(395)(472)
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6.5 METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS
The variables are measured at the nominal level. The
Chi-square test is the tool for the test of significance.
Since chi-square statistic is sensitive to large sample size
of more than 250, the significance level is set at a more
stringent criterion of 0.01 instead of the- common criterion
of 0.05.
Two measures of association were used to interpret the
strength of the relationships between variables. Cramer's V
is a chi-square based statistic applicable to multiple
categories of nominal variables. Its value equals to zero if
and only if independence is found between variables.
However, it is difficult to interpret. It is thus
supplemented by a proportional reduction in error measure of
association for nominal variables, Lambda.
Asymmetric version of Lambda suits the purpose of this
thesis since the direction of association is specified in
the hypotheses. It is easy to interpret the value of Lambda
because it means the proportional reduction in the expected
number of errors with the knowledge of independent variable.
In view of the insensitivity to skewed marginal
distribution, the marginal distribution of the independent
variable is standardized by means of column percentage. The
calculation of Lambda is based on the standardized table.
However, a Lambda value of zero does not necessarily mean
independence of variables. It may be because the modal
categroies of dependent variables are the same across all
categories of the independent variable.
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This thesis taking into account of the possibility of
post hoc fallacy, the original relationships specified in
the hypotheses were also examined by the introduction of a
test factor, political identification of newspapers. It is
the classification criterion of sampling newspapers. Past
research has demonstrated the relationship between political
identification of newspapers and press coverages. As such,
it is possible to confound the original relationships. In
this elaboration analysis, a crude summary measure of
association of the original relationships with the presence






7.2 Data versus hypotheses
7.1 BIVARIATE STATISTICS
The bivariate statistics revealed that two of the six
hypotheses are accepted, two are accepted only in the
absence of the test factor, political identification, and
two are categorically rejected. (Table 7.1A) In addition,
bivariate statistics were calculated in terms of the test
factor, political identification, and dependent variables
for reference. (Table 7.1B)
TABLE 7.1A
BIVARIATE STATISTICS IN HYPOTHESIS TESTING
2 *LAMBDADEPENDENT ##LEVEL OFINDEPENDENTCONTROL
VSIGNIFI-VARIABLEVARIABLEVARIABLE

















































## LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE refers to the attainment of level
of significance of the Chi-Square test of independence. A
level of significance less than 0.01 registers a
statistically significant association between two variables.
* LAMBDA is a "proportional -reduction-in-errors 11 measure or
association. Due to insensitivity to marginal distribution,
lambda is calculated on the basis of standardized marginal
distribution of the independent variable by means of column
percentage. In elaboration analysis, a crude measure of
association is devised in terms of the weighted average of
the lamba of the three categories of the test factor.







BIVARIATE STATISTICS FOR REFERENCE
INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT 2 *LAMBDA#LEVEL OF
VARIABLE VARIABLE SIGNIFI- V
CANCE
Political identification News
channel 0.0030 0.01 0.00
Access
structure 0.0000 0.02 0.12
Institution
access 0.0043 0.02 0.00
News
agenda 0.0719 0.03 0.00
Alternative
attribute 0.0000 0.08 0.16
System Input
role 0.0000 0.08 0.27
7.2 DATA VERSUS HYPOTHESES
Hypotheses I & II
Both news channel and access structure are associated
with power structure, albeit V and Lambda approaches or
equals zero respectively. There also exists a spurious
relationship as explicated by the disappearance of original
association in elaboration analysis. The original
relationship of Hypothesis I retains only in centrist paper
and remains just as weak. The orignial relationship no
longer holds in Hypothesis II. (Table 7.1A)
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Coupled with sensitivity to large sample size of Chi-
square test, the association is called into question.
Then, is original relationship a facade of the
association between the test factor, political
identification and dependent variables?
A definitely positive answer is sought from elaboration
analysis. However, alternatives are suggested from the probe
into the second relationship. Statistics revealed it is as
doubtful as the original relationship. But Lambda showed
that political identification, to certain extent, may
intervene into the relationship between power structure and
access structure. (Table 7.1B)
Neither do empirical data match completely with
Hypothesis I in the direction of association. Table 7.2.1
disagreed with the predominance of routine channels when
it is a power structure of single power centre. Instead,
quasi-routine channels are mentioned most often. The
direction of change conforms to expectation.
In hypothesis II, the hierarchy of access structure
conforms to expectation. Officials and semi-officials
dominate news visibility, followed by pressure groups,
experts and public. (Table 7.2.2)
The predicted change in the hierarchy is confirmed as
well. Officials and semi-officials decrease in news
visibility while pressure groups and experts increase in
news visibility. Political identifiction does not make much
differences in the pattern of change.
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TABLE 7.2.1
NEWS CHANNEL BY POWER STRUCTURE





Routine 37 -1027 30
Quasi-routine 61 65 + 4 64
Enterprise 3 8 + 5 6








Quasi-routine 62 79 +17 75
Enterprise 5 5 5
TOTAL 100 100 100
( 39) (147) (186)
RIGHTIST PAPER
POWER STRUCTURE
NEWS CHANNEL CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
Routine -233 31 32
-467Quasi-routine 63 64
Enterprise 0 6 +6 4
TOTAL 100 100 100
( 43) (115) (158)
CENTRIST PAPER
POWER STRUCTURE
NEWS CHANNEL - CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
Routine 39 30 - 9 33
59 59 59Quasi-routine
Enterprise 3 +710 8
TOTAL 101 99 100
(158) (280) (438)
TABLE 7.2.2
ACCESS STRUCTURE BY POWER STRUCTURE
(WITH CONTROL OF POLITICAL IDENTIFICATION)
STRUCTUREPOWER











































Hypothesis III is rejected. The nature of association is
not confirmed. British-Hongkong government and its
associates remain the most visible in news disregard of the
change in power structure. Although the predicted direction
of change is confirmed, the change is much less dramatic
than it is hypothesized. Chinese government and its
associates do not score a significant increase to become
dominant in news visibility. Political identification
appears to have an influence. Change is the greatest in
centrist paper but the least in rightist paper. Caution is
heeded due to the small difference among the three
categories of political identification. (Table 7.2.3)
TABLE 7.2.3
INSTITUTION ACCESS BY POWER STRUCTURE
(WITH CONTROL OF POLITICAL IDENTIFICATION)
STRUCTUREPOWER
INSTITUTION ACCESS- CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
British-
93 90 - 3 91Hongkong gov't
107 + 3 9Chinese govt




INSTITUTION ACCESS- CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
British-
96 93 - 3 94Hongkong govt
4 + 3 6Chinese govt
TOTAL 100 100 100
( 24) ( 58) 82)
RIGHTIST
POWER STRUCTURE
INSTITUTION ACCESS- CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
British-
100 98 2 99Hongkong govt
0 2 + 2 1Chinese govt
TOTAL 100 100 100
33) ( 56) ( 89)
CNTRTST PAPER
POWER STRUCTURE
INSTITUTION ACCESS CHANGE TOTAL
Dual
British-
91 86 - 5 88Hongkong govt
9 14 + 5 12Chinese govt
TOTAL 100 100 100
(125) (176) (301)
Hypothesis IV
Hypothesis IV is rejected. Regardless of change in power
structure, no corresponding change is accorded in news
agenda. The news agenda persistently spotlights selection
methods of Legislative Councillor. (Table 7.2.4) In
elaboration analysis, the relationship between the two
variables holds only in rightist paper.
The direction of association is discursive in empirical
observation. So is the case in elaboration analysis. Thus,
it is not patterned as hypothesized.
TABLE 7.2.4
NEWS AGENDA BY POWER STRUCTURE

























































Analysis of hypothesis V and VI discarded 29 cases which
did not deal with the specification of alternatives for the
two selected issues on the decision agenda regarding the
changes in the Legislative Council (Legco). The two issues
are the composition and the selection methods.
Consequently, the valid sample size is reduced to 967 in
this analysis.
News visibility of the two issues varied significantly.
The selection methods scored a news visibility of 67 percent
(or mentioned in 646 cases) but the composition only got
four percent (ie. 42 cases). Therefore, the latter issue is
not eligible for testing hypothesis in hypotheses V and VI.
Test statistic notices an association of moderate
strength between power structure and alternative attribute.
The direction of the association performs as it is
hypothesized. But the leftist paper deviates slightly from
the basic pattern. The voice of other parties becomes weaker
but not stronger. (Table 7.2.5)
In terms of statistics, the mediation of political
identification differs. The relationship strengthens in
leftist and rightist paper but weakens in centrist paper. On
the whole, the test factor, political identification,
uniformly reduces error in prediction. Interesting enough,
political identification associates with alternative
attribute in an extremely weak manner but reduces much more
errors in prediction. (Table 7.1B)
Political identification intervenes. Both centrist and
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leftist paper emphasize the commonalities of the two
governments. Leftist paper amplifies the voices of Chinese
government but rightist paper is the least enthusiatic in
doing so. Instead, rightist paper amplifies the voices of
other parties. Leftist paper shows the least drop in the
voices of British-Hongkong government and the rightist paper
the greatest.
Generally speaking, the system input role of news
changes with power structure. Empirical data match the
predicted direction of association. A word of caution is
noted because Cramer's V approximates zero. However, another
measure of association, Lambda is valued at 0.13. In
elaboration analysis, the summary measure of association
increases slightly to 0.18. Based on these statistics, it is
concluded that the relationship between power structure and
system input role basically holds in a very weak manner.
(Table 7.1B)
Political identification intervenes. (Table 7.2.6)
Centrist and rightist papers input support- in the first
consultation but demand in the second consultation. Leftist
paper plays a different role in the two consultation
periods. In the first period, it is more likely to input
demand but it works the other way in the second period.
TABLE 7.2.5
ALTERNATIVE ATTRIBUTE BY POWER STRUCTURE




Common 0 5 5 4
British-
-4849 1 18Hongkong gov't
+277 34 24Chinese govt
+1544 59 54Other parties






Common +70 7 6
British-
-3840 2 10Hongkong govt
+597 66 54Chinese govt
-2853 25 31Other parties
TOTAL 100 100 100
( 30) (112) (142)
RIGHTIST PAPER
POWER STRUCTURE
ALTERNATIVE - CHANGE TOTAL
ATTRIBUTE Single Dual
Common +20 2 2
British-
-5757 0 17Hongkong gov't
5 8 + 3 7Chinese govt
38 89 74Other parties
TOTAL 100 99 100





Common +60 6 3
British-
-4849 1 22Hongkong gov't
+198 27 19Chinese govt
43 +2366 56Other parties




SYSTEM INPUT ROLE BY POWER STRUCTURE
(WITH CONTROL OF POLITICAL IDENTIFICATION)
POWER STRUCTURE
SYSTEM INPUT ROLE- CHANGE TOTAL
Single Dual
Demand 44 59 +15 54
Support
-1657 41 46




SYSTEM INPUT ROLE-- CHANGE TOTAL
inr1A Dual
-28Demand 53 25 31
Support 47 75 +28 69









( 85)( 37) (122)
CENTRIST PAPER
STRUCTUREPOWER









8.1 Discussion of findings
8.2 Refinements in the analytical framework
8.3 Suggestions for future studies
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8.1 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Result of Hypothesis VI provides supportive evidence to
the postulate that news plays system input role in
legitimation. News portrays a reality in concordance with
the power structure. When British-Hong Kong government is
the single power centre in the power structure, news
coverage is predominated with support of endorsed
alternatives specified by British-Hong Kong government. As
Chinese government has emerged to be the second power centre
in the status of a veto group, British-Hong Kong government
changes its approach to political reforms. British-Hong Kong
government no longer endorses any alternatives but seeks to
assure her Chinese counterpart of her objectivity on further
political changes. Chinese government has insisted on her
sovereign right on any further political changes and has
obscurely made her positions known to the public. Still,
Chinese government refrains from explicit interferences into
the public debate on alternatives l. Besides, the political
structure of the future HKSAR in the Basic Law has not yet
finalised by the time of the publication of the 1987 Green
Paper. In other words, official endorsement of alternatives
is not authoritatively explicated in a power structure of
dual power centres. In view of the breeding of political
groups and the formation of secondary power centres, other
parties take advantage of this vacuum to advocate their
views to muster backing from the public so as to strengthen
their political muscles. As such, news is filled with views
different from government positions. News reflects demands
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articulated by other parties on the condition of dual power
centres.
While the system input role of news differs as the power
structure changes from single power centre to dual power
centres, the news phase structure and the news net do not
change accordingly.
Regarding news phase structure, empirical data support
the hypothesized relation between power structure and
alternative attributes (Hypothesis V) but reject that
between power structure and news agenda (Hypothesis IV).
Result of Hypothesis V shows the framework of public
debate with reference to the selection methods of Legco
members is primarily structured by power structure. News
reflects the perspectives embedded in the power centre. When
British-Hong Kong government is the single power centre, it
is found that interested parties are engaged in specifying
alternatives mostly endorsed by British-Hong Kong
government. In the context of dual power centres, news
reflects the power relationships between the two power
centres. The framework of public debate is shifted away from
the original authoritative specification of alternatives by
British-Hong Kong government. With the emergence of Chinese
government as a veto group, significance is attached to the
alternatives specified by Chinese government instead.
Inasmuch as British-Hong Kong government and Chinese
government seek for mutual accommodation instead of open
confrontation2, the two governments opt to reach the common
ground on the desirability of indirect election and the
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introduction of direct election after the promulgation of
the Basic Law. The alternatives common to the two
governments increases in news visibility as a result of
continued dialogue between the two governments. However,
news coverage accords much more weight to other parties'
specification of alternatives. It is partly attributed to
obscure government positions on the issue of selection
methods of Legco members. It is also because the attentive
groups are split on the issue. Two opposition camps could be
distinguished. The democratic activists favour the
introduction of direct elections into the Legco in 1988
while the establishment sector blocks the introduction of
direct elections but advocates a widely-representative
electoral college. With weak power base, both camps are
vying for dominance in specifying alternatives by
strengthening their positions in public opinion. As such,
other parties' attribute are the most visible in a power
structure of dual power centres.
Result of Hypothesis IV points out that news agenda is
not changed with the power structure. The news agenda
persistently spotlights the issue selection methods of
Legco members. However, the decision agenda has changed
with the power structure. There are four issues on the
decision agenda of the 1984 Green Paper: composition of
Exco, selection methods of Exco members, composition of
Legco and selection methods of Legco members. On the other
hand, the decision agenda of the 1987 Green Paper comprises
six issues: composition of Legco, selection methods of Legco
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1ut--1IWt--r5, presiaency of Legco, composition of Urban Council,
linkage between Urban Council and District Boards and
practicalities of elections.
Nevertheless, this statistical independence does not
categorically deny the postulate that news phase structure
is embedded in bureaucratic phase structure. News agenda is,
to certain extent confined by the policy agenda. In
particular, it focuses on issues of high priority in the
decision agenda.3 Within the confines of the policy agenda,
the result notices selectivity even among high priority
issues in the decision agenda as well as insensitivity to
the new elements in the decision agenda accorded with the
change in power structure. The result suggests that power
structure is one of the many factors attributable to
focusing public discussion on particular issues in the news.
In particular, the importance of an issue, the controversial
nature of an issue and the simplicity of an issue are three
possible factors which explain the persistently high
visibility of the issue, selection methods of Legco members.
The change in decision agenda is characterised with the
replacement of issues concerning changes at higher level
(ie. Exco) by issues regarding changes at lower level (ie.
Urban Council and district boards) and changes in
technicalities (ie. practicalities of elections). The two
issues, composition of Legco and selection methods of
Legco members remain in the decision agenda. As such, the
issue, selection methods of Legco members, is the most
important in 1987 because it deals with change at the higher
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level. Furthermore, the issue, selection methods of Legco
members, has become controversial since the publication of
the 1984 Green Paper. The issue tops the prioriy in the
decision agenda. Furthermore, it is the first step which
would trigger further changes at higher level in the
original plan specified in the 1984 Green Paper. Two
opposing camps, democratic activists vis-a-vis establishment
sector has since been engaged in a tug of opinion war to
promote their positions. Finally, the issue, selection
methods of Legco members, is simple in comparision with a
similar issue, the composition of Legco.
With reference to the news net, all the three hypotheses
are refuted.
First, statistical independence is found between power
structure and news channel. The distribution of news
channels deviates from hypothesized pattern. Quasi-routine
channels unexpectedly predominate in the -two periods of
observation. It is particularly awkward for the first period
of observation when officials and semi-officials dominate
the news visibility. The serendipity of result could be
explained by inadequacies in both conceptualization and
methodology. Conceptually, the hypothesis assumes a simple
relations between the identity of newsmakers and the news
channels they use. In other words, official and semi-
official newsmakers exclusively use routine channels while
other newsmakers gain access through quasi-routine channels.
However, Table 6.4.6 suggests otherwise. In fact, officials
and semi-officials are comparatively resourceful because
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they are also likely to gain access through quasi-routine
channels. Officials and semi-officials are often invited to
speak on various occasions such as forums or seminars
organised by concern groups to promote public awareness of
the green papers in the consultation periods.
Methodologically, in view of the complexities involved in
coding multiple channles, this study only records the first
channel in the story. Unfortunately, the systematic errors
involved could not be estimated. More important, it is
difficult to know the types of news channel from news
coverage as it is shown in Table 6.4.6 that about 20 percent
of the stories do not specify the news channels. Such a
large sample of 'unknowns in news channels may bias the
result.
In spite of the defects in the conceptualization and
methodology, the frequency distribution of news channels
justifies the heavy reliance of news media on structured
sources of information. Routine channels and quasi-routine
channels outweigh the enterprise channels
disproportionately. Reporters barely take initiatives in
newsmaking but capitalize on established input of
information.
Second, the hypothesized relation between power
structure and access structure is not supported in
statistical test. Change in access structure is
statistically insignificant. As the power structure changes
from single power centre to dual power centres, officials
and semi-officials become less visible in news but pressure
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groups, in particular, stand out conspicuously in news
visibility. Still, news visibility of officials and semi-
officials does not drop drastically. It is possibly because
a decrease in news visibility of British-Hong Kong
government officials and semi-officials is somehow offset by
the slight increase in news visibility of their Chinese
counterparts. On the one hand, British-Hong Kong
government officials and semi-officials adopt a low profile
for fear of fuelling China's suspicion of British
conspiracy. On the other hand, Chinese government officials
and semi-officials are, comparatively speaking, more active
in speaking out on political reforms. More important, public
policy making in Hong Kong basically follows the
mobilization model of agenda building. At the issue
expansion stage, officials and semi-officials, as
initiators,- play an important role in promoting or
preventing specification of certain alternatives. Even
though British-Hong Kong government officials and semi-
officials adopt a low profile in the context of dual power
centres, they remain very visible in the news, explaining
and justifying the shift in their approach to political
reforms.
Besides, the distribution of news visibility of
newsmakers displays a hierarchy of access as hypothesized.
In the course of manning organisational resources by
established input, the news media reinforce the hierarchy of
access structure which becomes exclusive asets of organised
power.
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Third, institution access is not related to power
structure. Change in institution access is much less drastic
than expected. British-Hong Kong government and its
associates persistently predominate news visibility despite
a slight increase in news visibility of the Chinese
counterparts on the condition of dual power centres. These
unexpected findings reveal the loopholes of the analytical
framework which focuses on the power centres and ignores
other aspects of power relations, in particular, the
diplomatic level and local left-wing forces.
It is aforementioned that as a second power centre in
the status of a veto group, Chinese government acknowledges
the autonomy of British-Hong Kong government in
administering Hong Kong in the run-up to 1997. As such,
China refrains from explicit interferences in the
transitional periods. In view of the implications of
political reforms for China's resumption of sovereignty,
Chinese government counts on other resources to exercise her
power in a subtle manner. At the diplomatic level,
occasional exchange of views have been conducted between the
British and Chinese Foreign Ministers or through the Sino-
British Joint Liaison Group. Regarding local politics, it is
more important for China to rely on local left-wing forces
which are coordinated by the local branch of the New China
News Agency and directed by the Working Committee of Hong
Kong and Macau of the Chinese Communist Party. (Loong, 1985)
As a matter of fact, a major left-wing force, the Federation
of Trade Unions, has taken an active approach in local
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politics since the beginning of the 1997 jitters4. The 72-
member-association of the Federation had continuously
published standardized statements on political reforms in
leftist newspapers in 1987 to oppose hasty introduction of
direct election into the Legco. It is also reported that the
mainland organisations and other left-wing groups had
launched a campaign against the introduction of direct
election in 1988. Bank of China Group in Hong Kong was
accused of instructing its staff to sign a position paper
opposed to direct election in 1988. The campaign began in
July 1987 when the deputy Secretary-General of the Basic Law
consultative Committee, Ma Lik addressed top executives from
the banking group on the Green Paper. (South China Morning
Post, September 7, 1987)
8.2 REFINEMENTS IN THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Empirical data refute four of the five hypotheses
concerning newsmaking. Except in the cases of news channel
and news agenda, empirical data match with the hypothesized
distributions in terms of access structure and institution
access. However, the four hypotheses fail to prescribe the
changes in empirical findings accorded by the transformation
in the power structure. The serendipity highlights the
inadequacies of the analytical framework to capture the
dynamic aspects between power structure and newsmaking. In
fact, the analytical framework emphasizes the reflectivity
but overlooks the selectivity of media organisation.
First, the selectivity of news media is obvious in the
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empirical findings of the hypothesis concerning news agenda.
The result indicates news agenda is highly selective and
persistent as the news agenda has constantly spotlighted the
issue of selection methods of Legco members in the two
consultation periods. As formal organisations, news media
have developed their own logic to tackle practical problems
in the course of attaining organisational goals. (Aitheide
Snow, 1979) Of relevance to the finding of Hypothesis IV is
the organisation practice, consonancy meaning that news
organisations draw on existing analytical models to
interpret events. Information in line with the existing
analytical models will be more readily assimilated. However,
if information does not fit in existing -analytical models,
it will more likely be ignored. (Cohen Young, 1973, p.99)
Consequently, a better understanding of the organisational
practices of news organisations would improve the
analytical framework in apprasing the changes in news
routines accorded by the transformation in the power
structure.
Second, the analytical framework does not address to the
role of political identification of news organisations.
Still, political identification of news organisations is
treated as a test factor in this study to cope with the
post-hoc fallacy. Interestingly, results show that political
identification of news organisations intervenes in the
relations between the transformation in the power structure
and the news net. Hypotheses I and II concerning news
channel and access structure are accepted only in the
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absence of the test factor, political identification.
Differences are detected in changes in news channel among
leftist, rightist and centrist papers. (Table 7.2.1) In
comparison with rightist and centrist papers, changes in the
routine and quasi-routine channels in leftist papers are
drastic. Furthermore, Table 7.2.2 shows that the access
structure in centrist papers differs from that in partisan
papers in a power structure of dual power centres. Both
leftist and rightist papers present a predominance of
pressure groups in the access structure in a power structure
of dual power centres. And yet the officials and semi-
officials are found to be predominant in the access
structure in centrist papers. On the other hand, Hypotheses
V and VI are supported in this study. But it is also found
that leftist papers behave differently from rightist and
centrist papers in alternative attribute and system input
role. Leftist papers present a predominance of other
parties' alternatives in a power structure of single power
centre but a predominance of Chinese government's
alternatives in. a power structure of dual power centres.
Instead, a predominance of British-Hong Kong government's
alternatives is found in both rightist and centrist papers
in a power structure of single power centre. And other
parties' alternatives predominate in both rightist and
centrist papers in a power structure of dual power centres.
These preliminary observations suggest that political
identification of news organisations is an intervening
factor in the relations between the transformation in power
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structure and news routines and system input role. In fact,
it has been well-documented in local research that
political identification of news organisations shapes news
coverages. Theoretically speaking, the analytical framework
focuses on the microprocesses of journalist-source
interaction for the generation of news in order to
understand the interactions between news institution and
the socio-political environment in defining reality. This
microscopic perspective could be enriched by examining the
interactions between news institution and the socio-
political environment at the macro-level which is, in
essence, the analysis of the structures of ownership and
control. (Curran, Gurevitch Woollacott, 1982, pp.18-21)
The study of political identification of news organisations
and its relations with news routines represents such an
attempt at the macro-level. In other words, the analytical
framework would be refined, to certain extent, by including
political identification of news organisations as an
intervening factor.
8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
In this study, the role of news in a changing power
structure is examined in the context of issue expansion
stage of the mobilization model of agenda building.
Empirical evidences are drawn from quantitative analysis of
news coverage along the political spectrum of newspapers in
Hong Kong. In light of the limited scope, the
generalizability of the analytical framework is cast in
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doubt. But results show that the potential of
generalizability depends on refined conceptualizations as
well as extended empirical evidences. It is suggested that
future studies be pursued along the following directions.
First, future research should look closely into the
differential and conditional access by the hetereogeneous
circle of quasi-legitimate newsmakers in changing power
structure. As it is found in Table 7.2.2, officials and
semi-officials decrease in news visibility but pressure
groups increase in news visibility. In view of the two power
centres preferring mutual accommodation to open
confrontation, quasi-legitimate newsmakers will play an
important role in mobilization of public opinion. Studies of
their conditional and differential access would contribute
to an understanding of access structure as resources of
organised power.
Second, the scope of future studies should be extended
to cover the four stages of the mobilzation model of agenda
building. It is therefore suggested to conduct longitudinal
studies which follow a policy issue undergoing different
phases of definitions at the four stages, that is, from
initiation, specification, expansion to entrance.
Consequently, the role of news in a changing power structure
would be studied comprehensively.
Finally, qualitative evidences of the reality
constructed in news media should be collected. As it is
suggested in the empirical findings of news agenda in a
changing power structure, media selectivity plays an
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important role in focusing public attention on a particular
policy issue among others. Indeed, Chan (1987) pointed out
that the mass media in political transition is confronted
with the formidable tasks to construct consensus as well as
pluralism. (Chan, 1987) An understanding of media
selectivity and its relations with changing power structure
would shed light on the role of news which sustain
consensus as visible in the whole process of argument,
exchange, debate, consultation and speculation by which it
emerges. (Hall, 1977, p.342) In this regard, qualitative
content analysis is preferred to unravel media selectivity.
8.4 CONCLUSION
On the whole, this study ascertains different roles of
news in a changing power structure. As there is single power
centre in the power structure, the role of news is
predominantely input of support. In a power structure of
single power centre, British-Hong Kong government dominates
the polity. Besides, with the politics of status group,
semi-officials are supportive toward the policy alternatives
endorsed by British-Hong Kong government. They usually
speak to the public to stamp the mark of legitimacy to the
government endorsed policy alternatives. The government
endorsed alternatives thus predominate news visibility.
However, when it is a power structure of dual power centres,
input of demand prevails the news. With the emergence of
China as the second power centre, British-Hong Kong
government weakens in its supremacy on the issue of
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political reforms. In light of the change in power structure
and the concomitant crisis of elite integration, the
specification of alternatives is open to negotiation. On the
one hand, British-Hong Kong government is less committed in
endorsing alternatives. On the other hand, Chinese
government is not conclusive on specification of
alternatives. As such, other parties take advantage of the
uncertainty to voice their alternatives in news media in an
attempt to muster public support. Consequently, other
parties' alternatives predominate over official positions.
The role of news is thus input of demand.
As the role of news changes with power structure, news
basically reflects the power centres and power
relationships. At the issue expansion stage in mobilization
model of agenda building, news mirrors the perspectives
embedded in the power centres as well as in the political
organisations. With the scheduled transfer of sovereignty
ahead, the role of news as input of demand would become more
important in the run-up to 1997. Indeed, political groups
take a high profile in a power structure of dual power
centres as it is indicated in an increase in their news
visibility. Furthermore, the planned introduction of 10
directly elected seats in the Legislative Council in 1991
would prompt reorientations among political groups. In order
to vie for Legco seats through direct elections, political
groups have to steer away from the single cause of
advocating direct elections and delve into a platform to
respond to a wide range of social and economic policies.
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Their platforms would play a critical role in appealing to
voters in light of the absence of political parties and
strong organisation bases. (Fung, 1989) In other words,
it is very likely for political groups to seek popular
appeal through mass media. However, in the meantime, the
access of political groups to news media is largely
situationally contingent. Then, their success in soliciting
public support through mass media depends very much on their
ability to secure permanent access. This ability is again
contingent on the availability of institutional
opportunities to form powerful political groups which
perform the aggregate function of interest articulation and
organisation. (Kuan Lau, 1988, p.33) As such, in an
attempt to better understand the interactions between news
institution and the socio-political environment, future
studies should examine the access to news media by political
groups in a changing power structure.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 8
1. In the lengthy course of negotiation, China has
learnt from the trauma to the stability of Hong Kong
society that direct oppositions between the two decision
authorities could make ends meet but only at huge costs.
China is also constrained by the promise to grant high
degree of autonomy to HKSAR. China is cautious of high-
handed intervention into the affairs of political
reform.
Episodes in the public consultations of 1987
illustrate the point. In mid-June, a high-rank Chinese
official of Hong Kong and Macau Office, Li Hou, made an
accusation that the option of direct election in Legco
was in contravention of the Sino-British Joint
Declaration. The accusation was followed by
repercussions throughout the community. Soon after the
sudden courtesy call on the Governor, Sir David Wilson
by the Chinese Foreign Minister, Wu Xue-gian, Li Hou
made a denial through the China News Service, claiming
that the referral to the Joint Declaration was not his
original words. In addition, he stressed that China had
no intention to interfere in the British administration.
(South China Morning Post, June 21, 1988 Ibid., June
24, 1988)
The head of the Chinese' side of the Sino-
British Joint Liaison Group, Ke Zai-shuo expounded the
official views of China on the issue of direct election
after the seven round of talks. They were couched in
diplomatic tone.
i lnere were no signiricant views against direct
election.
ii) If direct election was a part of the democratic
process, China would support and promote such
democratic process.
iii) Hasty introduction of direct election should be
avoided and extended public consultations were
needed. (South China Morning Post, July 11,
1987)
2. Shortly before the end of public consultations of
1987, the Governor made his first official visit to
Beijing. A joint statement was published. It is the
first time a joint statement was issued after informal
talks between the Governor and Chinese officials. The
statement reads:
Vice-Foreign Minister Zhou Nan and Sir David
Wilson held discussions on the present situation in Hong
Kong and the implementation of the Sino-British Joint
Declaration: the issue of the review of Hong Kong 's
political structure was also touched upon in the
discussions.
The two sides shared the common view that in order
to maintain the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong,
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it was of vital importance to strengthen mutual co-
operation and understanding between China and Britain.
(South China Morning Post, September 26, 1987)
On the other hand, Hong Kong government has
responded positively to mutual accommodation. Regarding
the further development of representative government,
Hong Kong government officials and semi-officials have
reverted from the high-profile approach to advocate
representative government since November 1985. Ever
since, the imperative of convergence with Basic Law has
been acknowledge together with an assertion of the
authority of Hong Kong government.
3. TABLE 8. 1
A LIST OF POLICY ISSUES IN THE TWO GREEN PAPERS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Selection of governor
2. Roles and powers of governorship
3. Governor's relationship with Executive Council
4. Composition of Executive Council
5. Selection methods of Executive Councillors
6. Functions and powers of Executive Council
7. Relationship between Exco and Legco
8. Composition of Legislative Council
9. Selection methods of Legislative Councillors
10. Functions and powers of Legislative Council
11. Presidency of Legislative Council
12. Composition of Urban Council
13. Structure of Urban Council
14. Functions and powers of Urban Council
15. Linkage between Urbco and District Boards
16. Composition of Regional Council
17. Structure of Regional Council
18. Functions and powersof Regional Council
19. Linkage between Regco and DBs
20. Need for two municipal councils
21. Three-tier structure
22. Composition of District Boards
23. Roles and powers of District Boards
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Issue Priority is classified as:
0: Not mentioned as policy issue
1: Mentioned as policy issue but possible changes are
excluded.
2: Mentioned as policy issue but no proposed changes
are given.
3: Mentioned as low priority policy issue on the
decision agenda.
4: Mentioned as high priority policy issue on the
decision aqenda.
4. The Federation of Trade Unions, a major leftwing
force, encouraged members to cast ballots in district
board election as the first step in the participation of
democratization in Hong Kong. (South China Morning Post,
May 23, 1985) In late 1984, the 72 member associations
of the Federation began recruitment campaigns
employing material rewards as appeal. The strategy has
proved to be effective. In three months' time, about one
thousand new members were recruited. There wss an
increase of one thousand and five hundred members in
1985. It is the first year since 1978 which fares an
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increase in membership.(Hong Kong Economic Journal,
January 10, 1985 March 30, 1986 Ta Kung Pao, March 18,
1985)
In 1985, the concern for the drafting of the Basic
Law was designated as the prime task of the year. (March
18, 1985, Ta Kung Pao) In 1986, the Federation claimed
to be prepared for greater participation in local
politics. It encouraged members to participate in the
representative government, studied the convergence of
Basic Law and representative government and reacted to
social policy. (Oriental Daily, April 30, 1986)
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THE CATEGORY SYSTEM OF NEWS NET
I_ I NEWS CHANNET.
1X. ROUTINE CHANNELS refer to established path of




13. Official channels of opinion collection
(Umelco)
14. Reports monitored over official radio or official
news agencies
15. Press conferences/ press sessions organised by
official or semi-official bodies
16. Backgroud briefings by officials or informed
soruces
17. Scheduled events/speeches/ ceremonies with the
presence of officials/ semi-officials
18. News reports from other news organisations, news
editorials or broadcast interviews
19. Other routine channels
2X. QUASI-ROUTINE CHANNELS refer to irregularized path
of information with organised groups
21. Announcements/position papers by pressure groups
22. Formal association meetings (eg. general meetings
of the executive committees of pressure groups)
23. Informal association meetings (eg. luncheon
meetings)
24. Reports monitored over newsletters/ publications
by pressure groups
25. Press conferences organised by pressure groups
26. Scheduled mass rallies/ protests
27. Seminars/ forums
28. Opinion polls conducted by pressure groups
29. Other quasi-routine channels
3X. ENTERPRISE CHANNELS refers to specific channels at
the initiatives of the reporters.
31. Exclusive interviews
32. Spontaneous events which are unscheduled such as
fires, riots and neutral disasters
33. Independent research, statistical data commissioned
by media organisations.
34. Street polls conducted by reporters
35. Quotations from books
36. Reporters' own conclusions or analyses
37. Advertisements
39. Other enterprise channels
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1.2 ACCESS STRUCTURE
1X. OFFICIAL NEWSMAKER refers to the newsmakers in
the capacity of governments.
11. British or Hong Kong government including British
Prime Minister and British Foreign Minister,
British government officials, the Governor,
Hong Kong government officials
12. Chinese government including senior Chinese
government officials, officials of the Hong Kong
and Macau Affairs, officials of the New China News
Agency Hong Kong Branch, Chinese members of the
Basic Law Drafting Committee and local members of
the Basic Law Drafting Committee
13. Others
2X. SEMI-OFFICIAL NEWSMAKER refers to the newsmakers
who sit on the official consultative organisations
of the governments.
21. Consultative bodies of the British or Hong Kong
government including members of the British
Parliament, the executive and legislative
councillors, the executive councillors, the
appointed legislative councillors, the elected
legislative councillors, urban councillors,
district board members
22. Consultative bodies of the Chinese government
including members of the Basic Law Consultative
Committee, Hong Kong deputies to the National
People's Congress, Hong Kong members of the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference
23. Others
3X. PRESSURE GROUP refers to groups which attempts to
influence government decisions without themselves
seeking to exercise the formal power of the
government. (Miners, 1986, p.195)
31. Business groups (eg. Chinese Manufactures's Assn.)
32. Professional groups (eg. Law Society)
33. Tade unions (eg. Motor Transport Worker's Union)
34. Religious and charitable groups (eg. Caritas,
Po Leung Kuk)
35. Local and neighbourhood groups (eg. Kaifongs,
rural committes, multi-storey buildings owners'
incorporations)
36. Civic groups (eg. Rotary Clubs, Lion Clubs)
37. Cause groups (eg. Christian Industrial Council)
38. Political groups (eg. Reform Club, Meeting Point)
39. Others
4X. EXPERT refers to groups or persons who are assumed





43. Editors and reporters
44. Poll comanies
5X. PUBLIC refers to ordinary people or man-in-the-
street.
MIXED refers to a collection of persons from
different identity categories.
1.3 INSTITUTION ACCESS
1X. British or Hong Kong government officials or semi-
officials
2X. Chinese government officials or semi-officials
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APPENDIX II
THE CATEGORY SYSTEM OF NEWS PHASE STRUCTURE
II.1 NEWS AGENDA
News agenda is operationalized into the news visibility
of the issues in policy agenda. The category system of news
agenda is developed from the two green papers on political
reforms and published information on the political structure
in the Basic Law draft. There are 24 issues in the policy
aqenda:
1: Selection of governor




4: Composition of Exco
5: Selection methods of Exco
members
6: Functions and powers of
Exco
7: Relationship between Exco
and Legco
8: Composition of Legco
9: Selection methods of Legco
members
10: Functions and powers of
Legco
11: Presidency of Legco
12: Composition of Urban
Council
13: Structure of Urbco
14: Functions and powers of
Urbco
15: Linkage between Urbco and
district boards
16: Composition of Regional
Council
17: Structure of Regco
18: Functions and powers of
Regco
19: Linkage between Regco and
DBs




22: Composition of DBs
23: Roles and powers of DBs
24: Practicalities of election
00: OTHERS
11.2 CODING ALTERNATIVES
The category system of alternatives is designed mainly
from the British-Hong Kong and Chinese bureaucratic phase
structures. Possible combinations are constructed. on the
basis of the alternatives delineated in the bureaucratic
phase structures. In addition, it includes the reference
information contained in a discussion paper which collects
various forumulae of the political system published in the
press or submitted to the Basic Law Consultative Committee.
(Basic Law Consultative Committee, 1986) The parties which
specify the alternatives for the issues of the composition
of Legco and selection methods of Legco members are divided
into common to British-Hong Kong and Chinese bureaucratic
phase structures, British-Hong Kong bureaucratic phase
structure, Chinese bureaucratic phase structure and others.
In the code book, the first column denotes the difference.
4 is the same for the two bureaucratic phase
structure
1 is from the British/ Hong Kong bureaucratic phase
structure
2 is from the Chinese bureaucratic phase structure
3 is other parties.
-1'ne cazegorles oL ciiLernaLives ror tine issues o
composition of Legco and selection methods of Legco members
are constructured according to the principles of
exhaustiveness and mutual-exclusiveness. However, there are
occassions when the principles cannot be followed strictly.
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For example, indirect election and specific forms of
indirect election (eg. functional constituency, electoral
college etc.) co-existed in the category system of
election of chief executive. It is constructed as such
because it is sometimes mentioned as indirect election
without elaboration. On such occassions, it is coded as
indirect election. Whenever specific forms of indirect
election are mentioned, they will be coded as the particular
forms of indirect election but not as indirect election. In
other words, general category applies to the case of
mentioning general term without specification only.
Some technical terms will appear in the categories,
which require explanations.
Advisory authority refers to organisation similar to
the Basic Law Consultative Committee. The Chinese government
first appoints a preparatory committee which is responsible
for designating groups eligible to select representatives to
the advisory authority and inviting people into the advisory
authority. The advisory authority is set up for some special
purposes such as nomination of candidates, election of
candidates or consultation assigned by the Chinese
government.
A widely-representative electoral. college refers. to a
big group comprising representatives from a wide range of
pre-designated 'occupational interests.
Functional constituency refers to a form of indirect
election in which constituencies are designated on the
principle of the occupational sectors having made valuable
contributions to the society.
Geographical electoral college refers to a form of
indirect election in which constituencies are composed of
combinations of district boards on the principle of pre-
determined ratio of representation of population and the two
municipal councils.
The coding categories are explicated in the following:
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officials nominated by chief








































































































































II.2.3. Time For Change
The categories of time for change is identical for the
issues of composition of Legislative Council and selection




4: Up to 1997
5: After 1997
11.2.4 Valence
The categories of valence are identical for the two






Alternatives attribute is obtained from the official
positions expounded on the issue of methods of selection in
Legco. It is transformed from the recoding of the values in
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the variables in section 11.2: selection methods of Legco
members (A2), valence of selection methods of Legco members
(VALA2), time for change in selection methods of Legco
members (TMA2) and valence of time for change in selection
methods of Legco members (VALTMA2). (Appendix III) The
transformation procedures are:
Recode VALA2 and VALTMA2 (3,4=2) (1,2=1)
Recode A2 (3,4,5=3)
Recode TMA2 (3,4,5=2) (1,2=1)
If A2=1 and VALA2=2, attribute=l
If A2=1 and VALA2=1, attribute=3
If Year=1, A2=3, VALA2=2, attribute=l
If Year=2, A2=3, VALA2=2, attribute=4
If Year=1, A2=3, VALA2=1, attribute=2
If Year=2, A2=3, VALA2=1, attribute=3
If A2=6, attribute=3
If Year=1, A2=7, VALA2=1, attribute=l
If Year=1, A2=7, VALA2=2, attribute=3
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=1, TMA2=0,-VALTMA2=0, attribute=2
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=2, TMA2=0, VALTMA2=0, attribute=3
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=1, TMA2=1, VALTMA2=1, attribute=2
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=2, TMA2=1, VALTMA2=2, attribute=3
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=2, TMA2=2, VALTMA2=2, attribute=4
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=2, TMA2=1, VALTMA2=1, attribute=2
If Year=2, A2=7, VALA2=2, TMA2=2, VALTMA2=2, attribute=3
11.3 SYSTEM INPUT ROLE OF NEWS
System input role is transformed from the values of
attributes. The transformation procedures are:
If attribute=1,2,4, system input role=support




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Column Variable Category
01-05 IDENTITY CASE IDENTITY
00000-99999
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
06 PAPER NEWSPAPER
1: Ta Kung Pao
2: Hong Kong Times





















1: Not leading article of
local news page
2: Leading article of local
news page
3: Front page
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
MAIN THEMETHEME13-15
1XX: GREEN PAPER AS GENERAL
REFERENCE
101: Goals of change
102: Tempo of change






2XX: SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES IN
GREEN PAPER
201: Selection of governor




204: Composition of Exco
205: Selection methods of Exco
members
206: Functions and powers of
Exco
207: Relationship between Exco
and Legco
208: Composition of Legco
209: Selection methods of Legco
members
210: Functions and powers of
Legco
211: Presidency of Legco
212: Composition of Urban
Council
213: Structure of Urbco
214: Functions and powers of
Urbco
215: Linkage between Urbco and
district boards
216: Composition of Regional
Council
217: Structure of Regco
218: Functions and powers of
Regco
219: Linkage between Regco and
DBs
220: Need for two municipal
councils
221: Three-tier structure
222: Composition of DBs
223: Roles and powers of DBs
224: Practicalities of election
300: OTHERS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IDENTITY OF NEWSMAKERMAKER16-17
1X. OFFICIAL NEWSMAKER











officials of the Hong Kong
and Macau Office,
officials of the New China










22: Consultative bodies of
Chinese govt including
members of BLCC,
HK deputies to NPC






34: Religious and charitable
groups













- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -








1: Expression of opinion













13: Official channels of
opinion collection
(eg. Umelco)
14: Reports monitored over






















22: Formal association meetings






24: Reports monitored over
newsletters/ publications
by pressure groups
25: Press conferences organised
by pressure groups
26: Scheduled mass rallies/
protests
27: Seminars/ forums
28: Opinion polls conducted
by pressure groups
29: Other quasi-routine channels
3X. ENTERPRISE CHANNELS
31: Exclusive interviews
32: Spontaneous events which








34: Street polls conducted
by reporters
35: Quotations from books
36: Reporters' own conclusions
or analyses
37: Advertisements
39: Other enterprise channels















































































































































































4: Up to 1997
5: After 1997
28 VALTMA 1 VALENCE OF TIME FOR CHANGE IN






















TMA231 TIME FOR CHANGE IN SELECTION





4: Up to 1997
5: After 1997
32 VALTMA2
VALENCE OF TIME FOR CHANGE IN
SELECTION METHODS OF LEGCO
MEMBERS
1: Disfavor
2: Ambiguous
3: Neutral
4: Favor

CUHK Libraries
000303940
